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Stellingen

behorende bij het proefschrift

Maximum Likelihood Estimation ofExact ARMA Models

van

Jan van der Leeuw

I8 juru 1997

1. Met de matrix identiteit V'-V''X(X'V'X)-'X'V' - Z(Z'VZ)-'Z' met Z~C-O en enkele
vooronderstellingen betreffende dimensies en rang van voorkomende matrices kan
eenvoudig worden aangetoond, dat de wegingsmatrix voor de fouten van een
regressiemodel met MA(1) stotingen eigenvectoren heeft, die onafhankelijk zijn van
de waarde van de MA pazameter. Voor MA(c~ met q~l geldt deze eigenschap niet.

2. Gezien de ruime belangstelling waarin tijdreeksanalyse zich heeft mogen verheugen,
is het des te verwonderlijker dat aan de in dit proefschrifr voorgestelde matrix
benadering weinig aandacht is geschonken.

3. Een van de best bewaazde geheimen in tijdreeksanalyse is dat de door Box en
Jenkins voorgestelde en alom bekende back forecasting methode zelden werkt.
G.E.P. Box en G.M. Jenkins, Time Series Analysis: Forecasting andControl,
Revised Edition, Holden Day, San Francisco 1976, blz. 200.

4. De wijze waarop in de meeste handboeken tijdreeksanalyse en regressieanalyse
worden gepresenteerd, wekt de indruk dat beide methoden elkaars tegenpolen zijn.
Deze indruk is onjuist, ze vullen elkaar daazentegen ~.ut.

5. Hoewel de degelijkheid van het werk van C.R. Rao onomstreden is, is ook hij soms
slordig. In zijn bekende werk Linear Statistical Inference valt Problem 2.9, blz. 33,
afgezien van een zetfout, op door het ontbreken van de voorwaazde dat de matrix
zoals gepresenteerd niet-singulier dient te zijn.
C.R. Rao, Linear Statistical Inference and its Applications, Second Edition, John
Wiley 8c Sons, New York, 1973.

6. Privatiseting en marktwerking voor de sector sociale zekerheid zijn een contradictio
in terminis: het gevolg zal zijn, dat de overheid na verloop van tijd de onverzekerde
en onverzekerbaze risico's voor haar rekening moet nemen.

7. In het licht van de Europese eenwording wordt de maatschappelijke en persoonlijke
vorming eerder gediend door geschiedenis dan wiskunde in het voortgezet onderwijs
verplicht te stellen.



S. De maatschappelijk noodzakelijke terugdringing van de automobiliteit wordt mede
gediend door het imago van de autogebruiker te ondemujnen; lease-auto's van een
opvallende kleur nummerbord voorzien is het overwegen waard.

9. Het niet belasten van vermogenswinsten werkt beleggen als piramidespel in de
hand.

10. Ingeval techno-lease fiscaal acceptabel wordt geacht, dienen de mogelijkheden
voor brain-lea.se nader bekeken te worden.
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PREFACE

Since the days of Gauss and Buys Ballot many papers and books have been

written on the subject of time series analysis. Lots of ideas how to treat

time series, elegantly formulated in matrix theory, can be found in nume-

rous textbooks. However, a concise matrix approach was hardly present in

the theory of autoregressive and moving average models. Only some minor

results had been obtained and I wondered whether a closed matrix form for

the covariance matrix of this type of models was possible. Initially, the

question was interesting but as time progressed it became more or less ob-

sessive.
Once having started to find a matrix formulation I discovered why it was

lacking. It became a serious battle with little progress despite many nu-

merical and theoretical experiments. Everywhere I went, I left a trace of

paper sheets fully written with attempts to win the struggle against the

equation that had to be solved. Patience, endurance and some luck brought

the results I hoped for, but only after numerous decisions to stop the re-

search and - indeed - to start it again.
Between the moment I found the solution and the completion of this study I

got help and stimulation from many persons. I am grateful to many and a

few of them I would like to mention here. First of all I am grateful to

Ben van de Genugten, who noticed my work and offered me the opportunity to

work for several years in the stimulating climate of Tilburg University;

his critical attitude added greately to the final result. Jan Magnus was

of great help: both his former and more recent publications gave much in-

spiration and his personal encouragement was very important. Special

thanks is due to Harry Tigelaar who became both my teacher and friend.

Through our profound discussions he taught me that one should treat mathe-

matics very carefully and that formulating is an art in itself. Without

his support theorems in this thesis would only have been acceptable for

non-mathematicians - if there would have been a thesis.

Eventually I have to thank my greatest supporter, especially in those

periods when the completion seemed a distant mirage: Joke.

April, 1997
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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 The scope of this study

In 1982 T.W. Anderson and R.P. Mentz have written in a survey article on

maximum likelihood estimation in autoregressive and moving average models:
A detailed study of the likelihood function ... will involve explicit ex-
pressions for the determinant and the components of the inverse of the co-

variance matrix. These are not available in the literature in closed form
expressions for arbitrary finite orders. Since then several procedures are
developed to find the elements of the ARMA covariance matrix, but neither

of them was in a closed form expression. The purpose of this study is to
present such a closed form and to show how profitable such a form is.

We will start with some comments on the maximum likelihood (ML) approach,
its properties and the way we will use this principle in our study. Next

we will have a look on some recent studies in this field.
Subsequently (Chapter 2) we will present a closed form expression for the

general ARMA covariance matrix, which of course includes the AR an MA co-
variance matrices as special cases. Using this closed form we can easily

derive expressions for the first and second derivative of the likelihood
function and the information matrix (Chapter 3 and 41.

Chapter 5 shows how the so called conditional least squares ICLSI approach
to estimate ARMA parameters is related to the maximum likelihood method.
Again, first and second order conditions are derived (Chapter 61. We con-

clude this study (Chapter 7) by presenting some simulation results. We
will compare the estimation of several AR, MA and ARMA models using the

maximum likelihood and the conditional least square method. As reported by
other authors we conclude that ML estimators perform better.
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1.2 The linear model with ARMA distributed errors

We will be concerned with the linear model
y- xs}E, (1.i1

where y is a (Tx1) vector of observations, X a given ( TXk) non-random ma-
trix of rank k, (3 is a vector of length k and e is a vector of length T.

The estimation problem is to find estimates for (3 and for the variance of
e. In case e is a vector of independently and identically distributed dis-
turbances with variance o~2, the estimator for S is usually based on the
least square method, i.e. minimise the sum of squares of the elements of
the vector y-XS with respect to R. The result is the Ordinary Least Square
estimator b- (XTXI-'XTy. This estimator has several pleasant properties.
First, it is a linear function of y, secondly it is unbiased as Eb-(~. Fur-
thermore it is - within the class of linear and unbiased estimators -
'best', which means that its covariance matrix E(b-(31(b-(31T is minimal.
The variance o~2 is estimated by eTei(T-k), where e-y-Xb.

Here however we suppose the components of the error vector e to follow an
ARMA scheme. The general form of an ARMA(p,q) error structure is given by

P 4
et --~ fi;et.; t vt f~ a;vt-;, t- 0,t 1, ... (1 .2)

~-t ~-i
where vT (t-0,t1,...) is a sequence of independently and identically dis-
tributed random variables with mean zero and variance v2. We suppose p and
q to be known. Both ( ,s~..,~P)T and ( a~..aq)T are unknown parameters. This
means that the error et depends on the errors in the past et.,,..,Et.P and
a random shock vt and previous shocks vt.~,..,v~-q. Let ,~ denote the vec-
tor (s,,e2,..,,~P)T of so called AR-parameters and a the vector
(ai,a2,..,aq)T of MA-parameters. We will use ~ZV to denote the covariance
matrix of e: a~zV-EeeT. In case q-0, p10 we have an AR(p) model, in case
p- 0, q ~ 0 we call it an MAlq) model. Essentially we will deal with the ge-
neral ARMAIp,q) model in this study and consider the AR and MA model as
special cases.
Now we not only have to estimate the vector (3 and vz, but also the unknown
parameters s and a. It is clear, that this model reduces to what is called
a pure time series model in case X is zero: e no longer unobservable, but
identical to y.
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We suppose that the matrix X is deterministic. The vector e and thus the
vector y are considered as a sample from a(discrete) stochastic process.
A process zt, t- O,t 1,t2,.. is called weakly stationary or covariance sta-
tionary if its mean exists and the covariance between zt and zt~k is inde-
pendent of t for all k(Judge e.a., 1985). If we assume that the distribu-
tion of the set {z~,z2,...,zk} is the same as for the set
{z~ ts,z2ts,...,zkt5} for all k and s, we call such a process strictly sta-
tionary.
To insure that 11.2) has a unique weakly stationary solution of the form

et- ~ Ckvk the zeros of the so called associated polynomial of the AR part
k-0

must all lie outside the unit circle (see e.g. T.W. Anderson, 1971,
p.170):

flz1- 1 fe~zf...faPZp~O for Izl~1, z e c. (1.3)
Sometimes this condition is called the stationarity condition le.g. Box
and Jenkins, 1976, p. 541. In Chapter 2 we will show that this condition
is sufficient for positive definiteness of the covariance matrix of the
disturbance vector. An MA process is always stationary as can easily be
shown. Here the problem is that the representation of an MA process is not
unique without restrictions. To guarantee a unique representation of an MA
process, it is sufficient that the zeros of the associated polynomial lie
on or outside the unit circle:

g(z1- 1 f a~ z f... f aqzQ~O for I z I c 1, z e~. (1.4)
This condition is also known as the invertibility condition (Box and Jen-
kins, 1976, p.67). If this condition is satisfied the MA process can be
rewritten as a one sided AR process.

1.3 Minimum Distance and Maximum Likelihood estimation

Two widely used methods for estimating unknown parameters are minimum dis-
tance and maximum likelihood. The differences between both methods are
small, certainly when the number of observations is large. We will give a
short introduction of both methods.

Suppose we have a linear model like 11.1), where the disturbances obey
Ee -0 and E(eeT) - a~zV(~), indicating that the positive definite matrix V
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depends on a(nX1) vector ~ of unknown parameters. As stated before we now

have to estimate S, ~z and ~. A numerical procedure to estimate ~ and ~
simultaneously is not available. The general method is to start from an

initial value for ~(and thus V) and to use this to estimate S. This esti-
mate of s is used to find a new value for ~ and so on. We will discuss
this in detail below.

1.3.1 Minimum Distance estimation

Following Malinvaud ( Malinvaud, 1970, p. 325) we define minimum distance
A

estimators as the vector b and the vector ~ for which the weighted sum of
squares S(5,~) -(y-XSITV-'(~Ily-XS) is minimised. The reason to adopt this
estimation method is as follows. When the errors are not independently
distributed, the ordinary least squares estimator for S, given ~, is in-
deed still unbiased, but not necessarily best. It can be shown that the
best linear unbiased estimator can be found by minimising SIR,~) with
respect to S. This can be seen as follows.
To simplify expressions we now omit the argument ~ in V(~1. As V is a pos-

itive definite matrix, it can be written as the product of an inverted ma-

trix and its transpose: V- U-' U-T, where we use the symbol -T for the in-

verse of a transposed matrix. Then the transformed model Uy - UX f Ue has un-

correlated errors: EUe - UEe - 0 and EIUeI(Ue)T - UEIeeT1UT - a~zl. Applying

the least squares rule on the transformed model, the sum of squares to be

minimised is (Uy-UX~)T(Uy-UXS) - (y-X~ITUTU(y-XS) - (y-XSITV'(y-X(31.

Differentiating to ~ and ~ gives:

ás - -2(Y-XSITV-'X (1.5)

and
i

á~ - IY-XSITaa~l (Y-X~1, i-1,..,n (1.6)

From ( 1.5) follows the so called Aitken estimator b- (XTV~'X)-'XTV-'y as
2

estimator for S, if V is known. Since aS- 2XTV-'X is positive definite, basz

minimises S for every choice of ~. Define e- y-Xb and it is clear that
minimising S(~,g) is equivalent to minimising

SMO(~1- eTV-'e, (1.7)
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where the symbol SMQ is used to denote minimum distance estimation. Mi-
nimising SMpl~) gives r;, which can be used to compute new values for ~ and

i
e. Notice that ( 1.7) amounts to solving eT~I e- 0 v i, as eTV-' á~l --

2eTV-'a(y-Xb1- -2(y-XbITV~'Xab --21XTV-' XTV~'Xb)Tab - 0 in view of thea~; a~; y á~;

definition of b.
Such a procedure will converge as demonstrated in a lemma by Oberdorfer
and Kmenta (1974), if the parameter space is compact, but this is cer-
tainly not always the case as shown by Don and Magnus 119801.

1.3.2 Maximum Likelihood estimation

For ML estimation we assume that e has a multivariate normal distribution
with mean zero and covaríance matrix ~zV(~) with density p, given by

T 1
p(x1- (2n1-T~Z I~zV I-'~Zexp(- x 2Z x). This assumption enables us to form

the loglikelihood function:

LIS,~Z,~ I Y1- -Tlog 2a -Tlog ~2 -1 log I V I-(y-XRITV' (Y-XRI. (1.8)
2 2 2 2vz

Maximum likelihood estimation seeks S , a~2 and g such that L is maximal,
given the dataset. The log is only taken to simplify the differentiation
of the function.
Hence the derivatives are

aL - T 1 -IY-X~ITV-' (Y-XS)
a~z 2 0~2 2~4

aL - 2XTV-' (Y-XS)
e~ - 2Pz

(1.91

11.10)

aL - 1 alog I V I TaV-'
á~ - -2 a~l - (Y-XR) á~ (Y-X(~1, i -1,..,n. (1.1 1)

In Chapter 3 we will study the structure of (1.11) in detail. From (1.9)

follows the ML-estimator (y-XSITT~(Y-X~) for a~z given V and ~ and from

(1.10) b-(XTV~'Xl~'XTV-'y as ML-estimator for ~ for given V. Substitute
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these values in (1.81, write e for y-Xb and after some manipulations we

get LIE) -- 2{1 f log 2Tn f log I V I'ReTV-'e} or

LI~) -- 2{1 t log 2Ta} -211og I V I f T log eTV-'e)}.

This makes clear that minimising

SM~(~) - I V I'~eTV-'e, (1.12)

is equivalent to maximising the loglikelihood in order to find an estimate
for ~.
The only difference between SMp ( 1 .7) and SM~ (1.12) is the term I V ~'~T.

The matrix V is of order T, but if the value of I V I as function of T is
bounded, then I V I'~T will approach 1 when T becomes large, as will be de-

monstrated in Chapter 5. This means that the values of SM~ and SMp are al-
most equal. In many cases there is computationally hardly any difference

between the two approaches.

Many authors have given derivations of ML estimators. For the most simple

case, viz. the AR(1) model we refer to the much cited article of Beach and

MacKinnon (1978). Magnus (1978) showed that it is possible to derive si-

multaneously maximum likelihood estimates of the regression parameters and

the parameters of the covariance matrix with the iteration procedure out-

lined before and that such a procedure converges. Moreover he gives second

derivatives of the likelihood function in a slightly different form and

shows that maximum likelihood estimators are consistent, asymptotically

normal and asymptotically efficient. Of course most textbooks give in one

way or another a derivation of ML estimators, see e.g. Judge (19851.

1.3.3 Conditional Least Squares

Closely related to MD estimation is Conditional Least Squares ICLS) esti-

mation. It differs from MD estimation in so far that the covariance matrix

used in the function to be minimised does not correspond to the error spe-

cification as given in (1.21. In fact, the covariance matrix has a more

simple structure under CLS estimation. This method is nowadays widely used

for the estimation of ARMA models. The complete discussion will be found

in Chapter 6. Eventually we will compare (exact) Maximum Likelihood with

the Conditional Least Squares method.
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1.4 Estimation of ARMA parameters

For both estimation methods, MD and ML, we need the inverse of the covar-
íance matrix, for ML estimation moreover its determinant. Of course, if
values for the elements of the covariance matrix are known, its inverse
and determinant can be obtained numerically. However, as the covariance
matrix has dimensions T by T, it is clear that numerical methods are
rather inefficient for large T. This is one reason why analytical expres-
sions, containing matrices of much smaller dimensions to be inverted are
desirable. Another reason to use analytical expressions is the opportunity
to investigate first order conditions and limiting forms when the number
of observations is large. Therefore much interest has been shown in analy-
tical and closed form formulas for the ARMA covariance matrix. But these
were only available for specific cases like MA(q), AR(1) and AR(2).

The number of articles about the ARMA covariances is enormous. They can
broadly be divided into three groups. The first one consists of contribu-
tions that describe the autocovariance function, which gives the indivi-
dual covariances as a function of the ARMA parameters and a time parame-
ter. The second group are algorithms which provide a computational tool to
estimate the parameters from the (computed) covariances. The last category
presents expressions in matrix form for the covariance matrix, but only
for specific values of p and q. This study will give a general form in the
next chapter. Now we will give some examples of what can be found in the
ARMA literature..

Almost all studies start from an equation equal or similar to (1.2):

etffliet-~i-..f~PEt-a- Vt-Fa~Vt-i~-..-Fav , t-0,t1,..q t-q

This equation can be used in two ways. The first one is to regard the co-
variances ~k- EEtet-k or the corresponding autocorrelations pk- ~k~~o as
given and to express the elements of a and a explicitly or implicitly as
function of the (autolcovariances. The second way is to find an expression
for the theoretical covariances Eetet-k as function of a and 19. The values
of a and s have to be estimated by another method, e.g. Maximum Likeli-
hood.
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An example of the first way are the so called Yule-Walker equations. In
case of a pure AR model an estimate for the parameters can be found in the

following way. Multiplying both sides of (1.2) by et.k, k-1,..p, and ta-
king expectations gives a set of p equations, which contain the cova-

riances, a~k - Eetet-k. After dividing by a~o one gets the so called autocor-
relation function:

pk - 9~pk-~ -1-~82pk-Z f.. i-9kPk-P' k- 1,..p. (1.13)

Considering the vector s as unknown it can be solved as function of the
T T

autocorrelations pk, k- 1,..p, which are estimated as ~ eiei.k~ ~ e? (see
i-kf1 i-1

e.g. Box and Jenkins, 1976, p. 54-551. For the MA model Box and Jenkins
(1976, p.68) suggest to multiply et (- vt t a~vt~ f.. -F aqvt-q) by et-k, which
gives after taking expectations and dividing by a~o:

-ak f a1ak t 1 f.. f aq-kaq

Pk- 1 fa~t..taq
for k-1,2,..,q (1.14)

0 for k)q

As they state, it is quite complicated to solve the vector a from these
equations.

For the mixed process Box and Jenkins present (1976, p. 74-75) the diffe-

rence equation
ók- -~~~k.~-~9Z~k-Z-..-t9P~k-P-~~e~lk) ~-a~~eVlk-1) ~-.. tay2'e„Ik-q) (1.15)

where a~e„Ik) - Eet-kvt, which is equal to zero if k70, but not if k~0. Box
and Jenkins propose to compute these values by using a method which they

called back fo~ecasting (1976, p. 199-2001. Although it is not stated ex-
plicitly (1.15) is to present the autocorrelation function, not a way to
estimate the elements of a and a.

McLeod (1975, 1977) noticed that multiplying (1.2) by vt.k and taking ex-

pectations gives
Evt.kEt f s~ Evt-ket.~ f.. t ~9PEvt.kEt.p - Evt.kVt f a~Evt-kvt-~ f.. t aiEVt.kVt-~ Or

ako~2 for k-0,1,..,q,
~e„(-k) f a~eV(-k f 1) f.. f a~e„1-k f p) - (1.16)

0 elsewhere

with ao -1. Using ( 1.15) and (1.16) he devetops an algorithm to solve for
a~k. Tunnicliffe Wilson ( 1979) uses this set of equations to do the op-
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posite and finds a recursive scheme to compute a and ~s from the cova-
riances.
Other authors like Nerlove e.a. (p. 78-85) obtain expressions for the co-
variances using the Laurent series expansion of the so-called autocova-
riance generating function by applying Cauchy's integral formula and the
residue theorem. He arrives at the formula

a
P~P f I k I-Q-~ ~(1-ai~~) (fl~-ai)

2'Ik1- a~2 ~ i-i
P P

~-' ~ 11-sis~l ~ le~-,sil
i-i i-~.i~~

(1.171

which holds when no multiple roots occur (Nerlove, 1979, p. 79-80).

From a theoretical point of view the above mentioned methods to express
the covariances in a and s are sufficient to compute the desíred estima-
tors. From the pair equations (1.151 and (1.16) or from (1.17) one can
compute the covariances, which are needed to form the covariance matrix.
Next compute b and e, and find new values for a and ~ by minimising (1.7)
or (1.121. The problems are the computation of the inverse and the deter-
minant of the covariance matrix which take a lot of computer time when T
becomes large.

Moreover using algorithms can be inaccurate because of round off errors.
This can be avoided by using analytical expressions for the covariances.
However these become very complicated, except for simple cases like low
order AR and MA cases. Even for the ARMA(1,11 case formulas are long and
tedious as shown by Tiao and Ali (19711. In section (2.5) we present some
examples.

As the inverse and the determinant of the covariance matrix are needed to
obtain estimates, several authors proposed methods to find them. One exam-
ple is the article of Galbraith and Galbraith (1974) who present a matrix
expression for the inverse and determinant of the covariance matrix. They
obtain expressions for the inverse in the form of the product of several
matrices. However the elements of these matrices are not simple expres-
sions of the parameters, but have to be computed using an algorithm. Re-
markable is their derivation of the formula of the ARIp) covariance matrix
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in closed form, but they did not notice this. Also De Gooijer (1978) gives

a formula for the inverse, be it that one of the components of his matrix

expression is a covariance matrix of low order that has to be found and

computed separately. A general method to find this matrix is not pre-
sented. An author who claims to present an exact formula for the inverse
of the covariance matrix is Zinde-Walsh (1988, 1990). She observes that

the inverse process of an AR process is similar to an MA process and vice

versa. The elements of the inverse infinite process, as she calls it, are

obtained in a way similar to (1.17) as given by Nerlove. Zinde-Walsh gives

the difference between the exact inverse and the infinite inverse in the

form of matrices. As these forms are rather intractable she presents also
approximations. However the forms are still so complicated that analytical
differentiation is impossible. Furthermore the structures of the covar-
iance matrix and its inverse are not clear.

Another approach is to use a matrix which transforms the data in such a

way, that a straightforward OLS computation gives the Aitken estimator for

(3. As the covariance matrix is positive definite it can be expressed as

the product of a lower triangular matrix and its transpose. Such a trans-

formation matrix can be found numerically using a Cholesky decomposition.

Analytical expressions for the transformation matrix, if available, are

again quite complicated. An approach like this can be found at Knottnerus

(19891. He presents a two step procedure, where in the first step starting

values for ~t, t- 1,..,max(p,q) are computed which are used in the second

step to find the remaining covariances. The latter is most simple. From

(1.15) follows for k~0 ~k- -~1~k-1-~2~k-2~~~-~p~k-p~ which gives a recur-

sive formula for a~k. The former step is quite complicated. Knottnerus

shows that it is possible to write (ó"0 ~1..~max~p,q~)T explicitly as a

function of a and ~a. Furthermore he gives an algorithm which gives a lower

triangular matrix that transforms the data such that the errors are

independently and identically distributed. His derivations are lengthy and

complicated. No formula is given for the inverse of the covariance matrix.

Only F.X. Diebold (1986) found a closed form expression for the MAIq)

case, which as will become clear, is the most simple one. In the next

chapter we will present an alternative which does not suffer from the

shortcomings mentioned here.



II THE ARMA COVARIANCE MATRIX IN CLOSED FORM

2.1 Introduction

As stated in the previous chapter a simple closed form formula will now be
presented. In an article called the treatment of autocorrelation Pagan
(1974) proposes to write (1.2) in matrix form, but he gives the honour of
the idea to A.W. Phillips, who should have mentioned this in a paper pre-
sented at the Meeting of the Econometríc Society already in 1966. Using

this matrix form for the parameters of the MA and AR part it is straight-
forward to get an expression for the covariance matrix of the error vec-

tor. The problem, however, is that the covariance matrix appears at both
sides of the equal sign, which means that a matrix equation has to be
solved. This is possible if the stationarity condition is fulfilled. The

result is rather simple, but the way to find the solution is far from ob-
vious.

2.2 Matrix form for ARMA parameters

Our starting point is the ARMA(p,q) error structure as given in (1.2):
P Q

et --~~;et-; f vt f~ a;vi-;, t- 0, t 1,..,where vt is a white noise: EvT - 0,
~-i ~-i

Ev~ -o~Z, Evtvs - 0 for t~s. As before we assume that the usual stationarity
( 1.3) and invertibility ( 1.4) conditions hold. We assume that T(~p t q f 1)

observations are available.

The aim of this section is to rewrite (1.2) in matrix form. To do so we

define a special type of Toeplitz matrices, namely a lower band matrix,

say B„ m(~) E~jnxm with ~ e Ut", with elements b;,~:

~;.i for 1 ~j~i~n
b~,i - .

0 for 1 ~i~j-1
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In case B~ m(m) is square, its inverse of can be obtained by a simple al-

gorithm. Another important characteristic of square Toeplitz matrices is

the property that their product is a matrix of the same type and moreover
that pairs of them commute: B,,,n(~)Bn,n(~)-B,,,,,(~p)Bn,n(~)-6n,,,(~). Occa-

sionally we need a(nxm) matrix consisting of only zeros, which we will
write as On,m'
Following Pagan (19741, we introduce two matrices for both the AR parame-
ters and the MA parameters. For the AR part we define a square lower band
matrix P- BT,T(1,~~,..,~sP,0,..0) E~TxT and a upper band matrix
Q- BP,TIi9P, ,~~ 1 e~TxP When p- O, we get P- BT T(1,0,..01- IT, the unit ma-
trix, while Q is not defined. It will become clear that it is useful to
partition P and Q after p rows and columns:

P~
Pi

OP~T-P

Pzz

t9p 79P-~ ~9 ~ ; 1
. i ~~ .

. tiP-~ :
~P ! ~P-~

i ~P

. . 1
t9P t9P.~ ti, 1

Observe that P„ - Bp,P(1,~~,..sP.~ 1, P~ z- BT-P.P(~P,..,~i ) and
P22 - BT-P T.P(1,~, ,..,,sP,0,..01. As we will encounter P~ i frequently in the
sequel we will use P for P~ ~ to avoid the use of subscripts.
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In a similar way we have

~~P ~P-1
. ti1

0 .

Q1

OT-P.P

, where 0,-6P,PIt9P,..,a,1-0.
0 aP

0 . 0

For the MA parameters we define in the same way M-BT,T(1,a1,..,aq,0,..0) e
~TxT

and N- Bq T(aq,..,a1) E QZTxQ:

1 i
a1 1 i

a1 , j

M11 i ~P.T-P

M1zl-Mz2

1

aq aq-1 a1 1

Again M11-Bq,a(1,a1,..aq-1)-M, M1z-6T-a.a(aq,..,a1) and

aq aq-1 . a1
0 . . .

N1

N - OT-a.a -

aq-1

aq aq-1

, where N1 -Bq q(aq,..,a1) -N.
0
0

aq

`0 . 0~
The partitioning of M and N is after q rows and columns. Where appropriate

we partition after max(p,q) rows; this gives no loss of generality for two
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reasons. First it is always possible to fill the shorter vector of para-
meters with zeros. Secondly it is not essential to partition after exact
p, respectively q rows, but p, respectively q, rows is minimal number for
useful partitioning. It is clear that the determinant of P and M is equal
to 1.
Next define e-1E~,..,eTIT, v-(v~,..vT)T and the auxiliary vectors ~ and v:

T
E- (E-Pt~'E.Ptz,...,E-~,Ep) ,

v- (v-q~~,v.q~2 ...,v.~,vp)T.

Then we can write (1.2) in matrix form:

~a P~ I e J -~N M~ L ~ J ' (2.1)

To relate the stationarity condition to these matrices we give the follow-
ing theorem:

Theorem 2.1

Let P and Q be defined as above. The stationaríty condition is equi-
valent to the condition that all solutions to I aP t Q I- 0 satisfy I~ I G 1.

Proof
Denote zk- a'~PeZk'niP, k-1,2,..,p, and as before let f be the polynomial

P

associated with the AR part, i.e. f(z) - ~,vkzk. Since

xPtQ-

íttt9P t9P.~ . ti~
a29~ at~9P . ti2

k-0

and zk-x, we see by direct verification that

Ua9P.~ at9P-2 . Àt6PJ

aPfQ has p linearly independent eigenvectors ( 1 Zk ... Zk')T, k-1,..,p
with corresponding eigenvalues ~k-zkf(1~zk) ( see e.g. Davies, 1979).
~ Suppose that the stationarity condition is fulfilled. Let ao be an arbi-
trarily solution of I~P t Q I- 0. Then ~0~0 since Q is non-singular and so
~~'iPe-zk'niP is a zero of f for some k lying outside the unit circle
which implies I ao I G 1.

~ Conversely suppose that all solutions of I aP f Q I- 0 satisfy I~ I G 1. Let zo
be an arbitrary zero of f. Then zo~0, and since for a- zàP the matrix xP f Q
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has eigenvalue zóPflzo) - 0 it follows that z~P solves I aP f Q I- 0, and so we
must have I z~P I~1 or equivalently I zo I~ 1. o

Remark
If P and Q have dimensions rXr, while the number of AR parameters is p c R
then I aP t Q I- 0 has ( r-p) solutions equal to zero. The equation I aP f Q I- 0 is
equivalent to I~I, f P-' Q I- 0. As rank(P-' Q) - rank(Q) - p, (r-p) eigenvalues
have to be zero.

2.3 Covariance equation

Now we will derive an equation from which the exact covariance matrix can
be solved. First we rewrite the error vector in matrix form. As done by
several authors (De Gooijer, 1978 or Galbraith and Galbraith, 1974) we
form an equation for the covariance matrix. But there is one difference as
our equation involves only one unknown matrix. The solution of this cova-

riance equation will be given in the next section.

For reason that become clear in the course of the proof we fill up the
shorter vector of parameters by zeros. Thís will give no loss of general-

ity as we will show. For the matrices P and M this has no consequences. If
pGq than the first q-p columns of Q are zeros, while N is unchanged. If
p) q the first p-q columns are N are zeros. Denoting the covariance matrix
by o~2V we state

Theorem 2.2
Suppose the stationarity condition holds. Then the matrix V E~rXr

corresponding to the ARMA(p,q) error specification is a solution of the
equation

PVPr - NNr f MMr f[Q 0] V[O 0] r- [N 0] MTP-r [Q 0] T[Q 0] P-' M[N 0]
r

12.21
where r- max(P,q), P- Br,r11,~~,..,s~,0,..01, a- B;,rl~,,..,~~ ),
M-Br,r(1,a~,..,a~,0,..0) and N-B~ r(a~,..,ai) and 0-0T.T-,.

Proof
From (2.1) we conclude Pe - Nv t Mv-Q~. To get the covariance matrix Eeer we
postmultiply both sides by its transpose and take expectations, which
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gives PEIEEr)Pr - E(Nv f Mv-O::) (Nv f Mv-Qé)T. The righthand side containsthe
expressíons EvvT, EvvT, Evér, Evvr, Ev~T and EééT. Since v is vector of
white noise, we have Evvr - o~21r, EvGT - o~Zlr and Evvr - 0. Because we assume
that the ARMA(p,ql process is stationary over time we have the same struc-
ture for EEEr as for EEeT, í.e. o~2V. As the vector È depends only on vo,
v-~, ... (which are by assumption uncorrelated with v,, v2, ...), we con-
clude Ev~ -0.
The resulting equation, which contains also EsvT, can be found in e.g.
Galbraith and Galbraith, 1974 or de Gooijer, 1978. But we can go one step
further, for the covariances of ~ and 4 have - supposing stationarity -
the same structure as the covariances of e and v. This covariance can be
derived as follows:
ElPevr) - E(N0 f Mv-Qé)vT - NE(vvrl f ME(vvT)-QE(évT) - o'ZM,
which gives E(evT) - P2P-' M. For EI~vT) we get the first r rows and the
first r columns of P-'M. Here we need the modification of either Q or N to
assure that the correct part of P-' M is used. Using 0 E~Tx1T-rl for a ma-
trix which consists of only zeros and dividing by o~Z gives equation
(2.2).0

2.4 Solution of the covariance equation

The problem of finding V is thus reduced to the problem of finding a solu-
tion of (2.2). We will show that this is possible if the stationarity con-
dition holds.

Theorem 2.3
The covariance equation (2.2) has a unique solution if the stationarity
condition fulfilled. The solution is given by

V- [N M1(PTP-t~QT)-'[N M1T, (2.3)
where M- Br,r(1,ai,..,aq,0,..01, N- Bq rlaq,..,ai),

P-Brtqrtq(1,~i,..,eP,0,..01 and Q-6P r~qleP,..,e~).

The proof is given by direct verification, but in stead of (2.3) an alter-
native expression for the covariance matrix will be used. Before we give
the proof of Theorem 2.3 we give two lemmas: one for the existence of the
inverted part and one for an alternative expression for (2.31.
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Lemma 2.1
PTP-QQT is not singular if the stationarity condition holds.

Proof

T
First observe that PTP-QQT - PPT-QTQ. The matrices P 0 and a ~ are

Q F PT QT

both square lower band matrices. As they commute, we have QQT t PPT -
PTP f QTQ Or PTP-QQT - PPT-QTQ.
From (2.2) we can form the matrix equation PnPT - I~ t QoQT, where all matri-
ces are of order rxr, r~p. It is the upper left part of (2.2) in the pure
AR case. As P is non-singular we can substitute the left hand side in the
right hand side:
PnPT - I, f QP' (PnPT) P TQT.

Repeated substitution gives, writing A for QP-',
PnPT - I f AAT t AZIATIZ t A31AT13 t.... .

In view of theorem 2.1 the eigenvalues of A are less than one in absolute
value or IHm A" - 0. As the right hand side consists of positive definite
matrices, PnPT and thus a has to be non-singular. This permits to take in-
verses at both sides of the equation: (PoPTI-' -(I f QnQTI-' or, using an
expression for the inverse of the sum of two matrices ( see e.g. Rao,
1973):
?Tn'P'- I-QIQTQtn'1'QT.

Direct verification shows that n~' - PTP-QQT - PPT-QTQ is the solution of the
last equation:
P TIPTP-QQT1P' - I-QIQTQ f PPT-QTQ)'QT
or
I-P TQQTP' - I-QIPPT)'QT.

Both sides are equal as P-' and QT commute. Hence (PTP-QQT1-' exist. o

The next lemma gives an alternative expression for (2.3) and will be sub-
stituted into the covariance equation.

Lemma 2.2
Expression (2.3) is equivalent to
V - P''[MMT t (PN-MQID-'(PN-MQITIP~T,
where D- PTP-QQT e tt'x`

12.41
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Proof

We partition P and Ó. after r rows and columns and get

PTP-l1llT - PT P12 P 0 - Q T PPT QTP

0 Pzz P12 Pz2 0 La 0~ - PTQ PTP

beCBUSe P22 - P E~TxT
P12 - a E~tTX` and PTP t P~2P12-QQT - PPT e~t'X`. As is

easily verified, the inverse of this partitioned matrix is

D-1 -D~1QTP-T . Premultiplying by [N M] and postmultiply-
-P-1 QD-1 P-1 P-T t P~1 QD-1 QTP-T

ing by its transpose gives (2.4), because P(and thus P-1) and M commute.
The existence of D-1 follows from the previous lemma. o

Proof of theorem 2.3

First we show that the covariance equation has a unique solution. Writing

(2.2) in vec-notation and rearranging terms we see that uniqueness is gua-

ranteed if P~P-[Q 0]~[O 0] is not singular. Its determinant is:

I P~P-(Q O]~[Q 0] I-
- I I-[a Ol~[n O1[P~P1~1 I I P~P I

- II-[Q O]P-1~[Q O1P-11.

Hence, a sufficient condition for non-singularity is that all eigenvalues

of [Q O]P~1 are less than one in absolute value. These eigenvalues are

zero or equal to those of QP-1. As Theorem 2.1 states that I a I is less
than one when the stationarity condition holds, we conclude that the de-
terminant is nonzero, and thus that (2.2) has a unique solution. In case

p c q the rank of Q is at most p and we have q-p zero eigenvalues for QP~1.

Expression (2.4) contains the (TXr) matrix PN-MQ, which has only non-zero

elements in the upper (rXr) part:

P 0 N M 0l fQl PN-MQ PN-MQ
PN-M0- P P 0- M M J I J - P N-M Q- -012 22 12 3 LO 12- 12-

Here P12N-M12Q - fól N- f~l Q- 0, because Q and N commute. Furthermore

PN-MQ- NP-QM, as ~P al and fM Nl commute.
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Now we prove that (2.4) a solution of (2.2). Substitute (2.4) in the left
hand side of (2.2):
PVPT - PIP-' [MMT t (PN-MOID-' (PN-MQIT]P-T)PT

- MMT f (PN-MQ)D-'IPN-MQ)T

- MMTf. f(PN-MQ)D-'(PN-MQIT Ol.

l 0 OJ

The right hand side of ( 2.2) is

NNT f MMT t[Q 0] V[Q 0] T- [N 0] MTP-T [O 0] T- [O 0] P-' M[N 0] T.
Here we have :

NNT - ó fNT pl - fNÓT Ol

~Q O~ V~Q O~ T- Q O V.. QT O- QVQT O
L O O -.. O O- O 0

~N 0~ MTP-T ~Q 0~ T- N 0 MP"T .. QT 0- NMP-TOT 0
0 0 -.. 0 0- 0 0

and

[Q 0~ P-' M~N 0~ T- QP-' M N T 0
- 0 0

We conclude that, apart of MMT, all parts except the upper left part, are
zero at both sides.

To complete the proof we have to demonstrate that

(PN-MQ)D"'(PN-MQIT- NNTfQVQT-NMTP-TQT-QP-'MNT
with V - P-' [MMT f (PN-MQ)D-' (PN-MQIT]P-T.
As PN-MQ - NP-QM we have for the left hand side
(NP-QMID-'(NP-QM)T- (N-QMP-')PD-'PT(N-QMP')T.

For QVQT at the right hand side we write:

QVQT - QP-' [MMT f (PN-MQ)D-'(PN-MQITIP-TQT
- QP-'MMTP-TQT fQP-'(PN-MQID-'IPN-MQ)TP-rQT

- QP-'MMTP-TQT f (N-QP-'M)QD-'QTIN-QP-'MIT

as QP"'IPN-MQ)- QN-QP-'MQ- NQ-QMP-'Q- (N-QMP-'10..
The complete right hand side is

QP-' MMTP-TQT f(N-QP"' M) aD-' QT(N-QP-' M)T f NNT-NMTP-TQT-QP-' MNT
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or

(N-QP-'M111 f QD-'QT)IN-QP~'MIT.
The proof is complete if PD-' PT is equal to I f QD~' OT, which is shown al-
ready in lemma 2.1.

To conclude we show that p need not to be equal to q. If p 1 q, the first
(p-ql columns of N consists of only zeros and omitting these does not
change V as defined in (2.31. If p c q, O has (q-p) zero columns, but these
do not influence Qt~T. a

Corollary 1

The covariance matrix (apart of o~2) for the MAlq) model is
VMA - NNT f MMT. (2.5)

Corollary 2
The covariance matrix (apart of ~Z) for the AR(p) model is
VqR- (PTP-QQTI'. (2.6)

Proof

The proot of Corollary 1 is trivial. Substituting P-1 and 0-0 in (2.21, we

get the MAlq) expression for V. To prove Corollary 2 use (2.31; for q- 0 we

have[N M]-1TandF'-6Ttq,Ttql1,e~,..,ap,0,..0)-PandQ-BP,T~q(eP,..,t9~1-Q.

a

It is clear that the second term of (2.4) within brackets is of rank
r- max(p,q). Because of the commuting property, PN-MQ can be written as

rPN-MQl
where the matrices in the u

L
~J pper part are square of order rXr.

This makes clear that the main part of V consists of P"'MMTP-T, the rest
being a correction matrix of which the order is maxlp,ql. Furthermore
(2.4) is easy to invert: the core of the inverse consists of a(rxr) ma-
trix, which can be triangulized. Using an expression for the inverse of
the sum of two matrices (see e.g. Rao, 1973, p. 331, we get

V-'- PTM-T{IT-R(RTRfDI-'RT}M-'P (2.7)
with R- M-' PN-Q E~tTX'. It is not clear whether it is possible to write
(2.7) in a form similar to (2.6), where the MA part and the AR part are
separated.
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The determinant of V can be obtained in the following way. Observing that
the value of the determinant of M-' P is equal to one, we have

-i rPN-MQ1 ~ PN-MQl T -r
IVI - IITfM L-pID- ~-pJ M I

or
1

I V I- I I, f D-' (PN-MQ)TM-TM-(PN-MQ) I (2.8)
where M- e utTX` consists of the first r columns of M-'. The equality is
due to the fact, that the second term of the sum in both equations has the
same nonzero characteristic roots. The evaluation of the determinant can
thus be reduced from a(TXT) matrix to one of dimensions (rxr), the higher
number of AR or MA parameters. Moreover it is easy to see, that in the AR
case the determinant reduces to I D-' I, which is independent of T. Then
M- Ip and N disappears and the determinant becomes
I Ip f(PTP-QQTI'QTQ) I- I(PTP-QQTI' I I PTP-OQT f QTQ) I- I(PTP-QOTI' I
aS I PTP-QQT f QTQ I- I PPT I- IP.

2.5 Some examples

Next we will show some examples of a few ARMA covariance matrices. While
the inverted part is simple, the covariance matrix itself is certainly
not. Generally, the complexity of the elements of the covariance matrix
grows as their distance from the main diagonal is larger and the number of
AR parameters is larger. We present at most only the first eight elements
of the first row (or column) of the covariance matrix unless these ele-
ments are zero. The results are obtained using Mathematics and some fur-
ther editing.

For the most simple case, MA111 we get only three diagonals. The main di-
agonal has as elements 1 fa~ , the side diagonals a~. For MA12) we have one
main diagonal with elements 1 fa~ taZ and two side diagonals with elements
a~ ta,aZ for the first one and a2 for the second one. The result for the
AR(1) case is well-known: 1, -~~, ~~, -s~, s~, -s~, and so forth, where
every element has to be divided by the determinant of PTP-OOT, vi2. 1-~a~ .

For the AR121 the determinant is 1- e~ t 2 e~ a2 - 2 eZ -,~~ ,s2 f e2 and
the elements of the first row become:
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1 - ~s2

-11 - s2) s,

11 - s2) (a; - ~2 - ~z 1
-l1 - ~ZI 1~; - 2 ~, ~Z - a, ~2 1
(1 - s2) (8; - 3 s~ 82 - 9; 92 t

-11 - e2) (~9; - 4 9; 92 - a, tY2 t

(1 - s2) (s; - 5 ~s4 ~Z - s4 s2 t
-(1 - e2) (~9; - 6 s5 t92 - ~95 92 t

92 t a2 )

3 a, a2 t 2 a, a2 )
6 fl; 92 t 3~~ a2 - ~92 - t92)

10 s3 s2 t 4~i sZ - 4,s, ,sZ - 3~, ~2)

For the ARMA(1,1) we get as first row, to be divided by 1- s~ :

1- 2~, a, t a~
- (~, - a, I (1 - ,9, a, )
~~ I~~ - a,) I1 - ~s, a,)

-~9~ (fl, - a, ) (1 - ~9, a, )
~j I~, - a,) I1 - s, a,)

-s4 I~, - a,I I1 - ~s, a,)
s5 I~, - a,l 11 -~, a,)

-~s (~9, - a, ) (1 - ~9, a, ) .

For AR11,2) we have again as determinant of the AR part 1- s~, and for

the elements of the covariance matrix we first define A-(s; - s, a, t a2 ),

B-(1 - e, a, t s~ aZ ), C-(,s, -a, t,s,azl. For the first eight elements

the result is:

aZA t B -a,C
-a2 C t (a, -~6, ) B

A B

-,3, A B
si A B

-~~ A B

~4A6
-95 A B

For the ARMA12,1) covariance matrix we have as divider 1 -~~ t 2,~~ ~2 -

2 e2 -~~ ~Z t,~2. We use A-(-1 taZ), 6- 1 t a2, C-~a,a and D- a11-sZ) to
present the first eight elements of the covariance matrix:



-AI-B ~a, f C ,~, f ~D )

AI-BI ~; - eZ - ez 1 f CI ~ei - a2 - 2 ez f 1) )

-A(-BI s3 -~s,a2 - 2 a, sz) f CI s; - e,~2 - 3 s, sz f ~,) -~zD 1

A 1-Bl a; -~; ~Z - 3~? az f e2 f e2 1 f

t C( a; - a; sZ - 4 e; ez f a~ f 2 a2 f 2,s2 - 2~z ))

-AI-BI ~; -~~ a2 - 4 a, az f 2 e, aZ t 3 s, ~Z ) t
t CI ei - ,~~ e2 - 5 s~ ez f a~ f 3 a, ~sZ f 5 s, aZ - 3 e, ,sz 1 f s2D)

AI-B( ~6 - a4 s2 - 5~; ~z t 3 e; ~Z f 6 a~ aZ - s2 - a2 If
f C( ~6 -~4 ez - 6 s4 ~s t~v4 f 4 az e3 f 9~z ez - 4~z ~- 3 s4i ~ z i z i ~ z i z i z z 2 aZ t 3~s2 11

-AI-BI~~ -~a~~Z-6~~,sz f 4~~e2 f 10si,~2-3e, aZ-4~s, a2)

fCl ~' -,~5 ~z - 7 s5,s f ~5 f 5 s3 ~s3 t 14 ~3 ~z - 5 ~3 ~ - 6,~ ,v4 - 7 ~s ~3 t 6 ~e ,sz ) - e3D )1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2

The ARMA(2,2) has as determinant for the AR part 1-,s; t 2 si ~z - 2~z -~i ~i }~z-
To show the growing complexity we give the first elements of its covariance matrix, without any attempt to

beautify:

(-1 f~vz) (-1 - sz f 2~, a, - a? -~2 a~ - 2 6~ a2 f 2 e32 a2 f 2 flz a2 f 2 5, a, az - a2 -,sz az )

N
W
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2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we used a matrix approach for the ARMA error structure.
This technique appears fruitful. It enables us to derive a closed form ex-
pression for the ARMA covariance matrix. The main result is found Theorem
2.3. The covariance matrix can be written as a function of four matrices,
each with a simple triangular structure. Further results are expressions
for the inverse and the determinant of the covariance matrix. Especially
the determinant of a pure AR covariance matrix is simple: it can be com-
puted from the pxp upper left sub matrix and it is independent of the
order of the covariance matrix. The relationship between the stationary
condition - usually expressed in polynomial form - and the matrix form we
propose, can be found in Theorem 2.1.

The result was found in a two step procedure: first a matrix equation with
the covariance matrix as unknown was derived, secondly this equation was
solved. The solution is trivial for the MA case and rather easy for the AR
case. The main problem was to find the general solution.
The simple triangular structure of the building blocks will enabte us to
derive analytical expressions for the first and second derivatives. This
in turn will be used to investigate the ML function.
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3.1 Lag matrix

The form of the covariance matrix as presented in the previous chapter is

not suitable for differentiation because it is not written explicitely as

a function of the parameters of interest, a and a. Therefore we will

develop an alternative form where this is indeed the case. The 'building'

blocks (P, Q, M, and N) are rather simple matrices, which after

differentiating, consist of one diagonal of ones while the rest is zero.

This property will be used to write the covariance matrix or at least

parts of it explicitely as function of the parameters. To do so we first

define a so called lag matrix, which permits an alternative expression for

the covariance matrix. Moreover we give some of its properties.

3.1.1 Definition

Let ~h be a TX1 vector of which all elements are zero, apart from element
T-m t k

h, which is 1. Define the TxT matrix Lkln,m) - ~ ~h~h-k~ with I k I~T-1,

h-nt1

max(O,k1~nsT, max(O,k1~m~T. We write Lk-Lk(0,0) and if n-m we will use

Lkln) -Lk(n,nl.
This definition of L implies that L has one (off-)diagonal consisting of

ones, all other elements being zero. If n- m- 0, then all elements of this

diagonal are one. We allow the first or last elements of this diagonal to

be zero. To define which elements are zero we have the choice between the

number of first rows and the last columns on the one hand, or first

columns and last rows on the other. We take, arbitrarily, the first way.

This means that n and m are positive in case k is positive. If n- m- k- 0 we

get the identity matrix. If k is positive L can be regarded as a lag

matrix, with the same property as the usual lag operator. Some typical

examples for T- 10 are :
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L-Z10,3) -

1
1

1 and L313,4) -

1
1

1
1

1
1

All elements not being 1 are zero. The dots are only printed to make clear
which diagonal is meant and which elements are not ones.
Let z e~tTX' . Then, for k~0 :

T T

Lklk)z- ~ thl,h-kZ- ~ Zh-kl.h- ( 0...0 Z~...ZT-kIT.
F k ~ F-T-k -)h-1tk h-1tk

If n or m is greater than k the n-k first elements or m-k last elements
disappear. We do, however, not exclude negative values for k. In this
sense k is not an ordinary lag matrix. In the next sections we give some
properties of L.

3.1.2 Properties

Lemma 3.1
Transposition: Lk(n,m) - L-k(n-k,m-k).

Proof
Straightforward transposition of L and and changing the index h to j-h-k

we get:

Lkln,ml-
T-m tk T-m t k

( ~
h-1tn

~h~h-k1T- ~ ~h-k~h

h-1tn

T-~m-k~-k

L
-1 tn-k

~~~~tk- L-k(n-k,m-kl. o

Lemma 3.2
Multiplication:
Lk~(n~,m~) ~ Lk2(nZ,mZ1- Lk~ ~kZ(max(n~,nZ f k~),max(m~ t k2,m211.
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Proof

Lk~ (n~,mi 1. Lk2(n2,mZ) -
T-m~ tk~ T-m2tkZ

T T

- ~ ~h~ h-k1 ~ ~9~ 9-k2

h-1fn~ g-1tn2

T-m~ tk~ T-m2tk2

~

~ T T
~h~ h-k~ ~9~ 9-k2

h-1 tn~ 9-1 tn2

T-m~ tk~ T-m2tk2tk~

T T
cl~ Í -k~ ~l-k~ ~ 1 -k~-k2.
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1-1 tn~ 1-1 tnZfk~

The expression ~ h-k~ Lg is only non-zero if g- h-k~ , or h- g f k~ - j. Here j

runsfrommax (1 fn~,1 fn2fk~)tomin (T-m,fk~ T-m2fk2fk,l,whichisthe

same as from 1 f maxln~,n2 f k~ 1 to T-max(m, f kZ,m2) f k~ f kZ, while the lag is
equal to ki f k2. o

3.2 Expressions in lag form

Next we present several expressions for the covariance matrix or parts of

it in lag form. From this form we easily derive the corresponding

differential which will be used in the sequel to find the derivatives.
First we will treat the differentials for the MA parameters, next for the

AR parameters.

For the MA part of the covariance matrix or the MA covariance matrix

itself we need an easy to differentiate expression for [N M]. Denote zero-

one vectors of length T f q with a bar.

Proposition 3.1
q r

[N M1- ~ ~ ~k~ktq-iai.

i-0 k-1
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Proof
From M-6Ttq Ttq(1,a7,..,aq,0,..0) we see that [N M]-[OT,q IT]M and

q q Ttq T

M - ~ L;(i]ai - ~ ~ l.hl.h-iai, while [OT,q IT] - ~ ~h~h ~q. Then

i-o i-o n-7fi n-7
r q rfq

[N M1-1 ~ ~g~g tqll ~ ~ ~h~ h-;a;)
g-7 i-o n-7

q T Ttq

- L L l. ~g~gtq~h~h-iai

i-0 g-1 h-1
q T

- r -T
~ ~k~ k tq-iai

i-0 k-1

as i.9 tqèh - 0, unless k- g- h-q, which implies h-i - k t q-i, while k runs from
max(1,1-q) - 1 to T. o

For the MA covariance matrix VMA we get:

Proposition 3.2
q i a

VMA - [, (~ L i-iaj f~ Li-iaj)
i-01-0 1-it1

Proof
From corrolary 2.2 and proposition 3.1 we conclude
VMA-[N M][N M]T

q T q T

-Í ~ ~ ~h~htq-iai]( ~ ~ ~k~ktq-lal]T

i-0 h-1

q q T
j-0 k-7

T
-T -T

~ ~h~htq-i~ktq-Í~kaiaj
i-0 j-0 h-1 k-1

Observe that ~htq-i~ktq-j-O, unless h-i-k-j. Use this to change from the
indices h and k to g. Let g- h, then we have for the remaining indices h f q-
i- k f q-j - g~ q-i, k- g-i f j. As g- h and g - k f i-j, g runs from max(1,1 f i-j) to
minlT,T f i-j), or from 1 t maxli-j,0) to T t i-j-max(i-j,01. Hence

q q T t i-j-maxl0,i-j)

VMA- ~ ~ ~ ~g~9-iflaial
i-0 j-0 g-1 tmaxl0,i-j)
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q q
- ~ ~ L;-i(max(i-j,0la;aj

i-o j-o
q i q

-~ ~ L i-~aj f~ Li-iaj)ai. o

i-o i-o i-it~

Proposition 3.3
Let VAR - IPTP-àQT)-' and VAR[i] the determining
diagonal. The differential of V for a is

q q T T

dV - L L L L VAR[h-k-i f j]Iaht.k f ~kch)ajda;.

i-1 i-0 h-1 k-1

Proof
From (2.3) and proposition 3.1 we get
dV -d1[N MIVAR[N M]T)

-d1[N M])VAR[N M1T f[N M]VARd[N M]T))
q T q T

-I ~ ~ ~h~htq-idai)VARI L ~ ~k~ktq-ial]T}

i-0 h-1 j-0 k-1

q T q T

( ~ ~ ~h~htq-iai]VAq( ~ ~ ~k~kt4-jdaj)T

i-0 h-1 j-0 k-1
q q T T

-T - T
~ ~h~htq-iVAR~kfq-l~kajdai~i-

element of its

i-0 j-0 h-1 k-1

q q T T

~ ~ ~ ~ ~k~ktq-jVAR~htq-i~hajda;

j-0 i-0 k-1 h-1
q q T T

- L L L
i-oj-o n-i
q q T

- L L L
i-~ j-o h-t

~(~hVAR[h-k-i fj]~k f t,kVAR[k-h-j f i]~hlajda;
k-1

T

~ VAR[h-k-i fjll~h~k f ~kahlajda;,
k-1

as dao - 0. o

itn

There seems no easy way to express the AR covariance matrix in lag form,
but for its inverse we have the following result.
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Proposition 3.4
P P

If T~2p ~
VAR - ~ L Ll-i1119iB;.

i-o i-o

Proof
P

Use lag forms to write the square matrix P- ~ L;(i)a;. To express the
i-o

(TXp) matrix Q in terms of lag matrices, define the (TXT]-matrix
v

Z~ -~ L;-P,s; and Q - a[IP OP,T-P]T. Substituting these forms in (2.6) we get

i-o
P P P v

~AR - I~ L;III~aiITI ~ L;(jl~;l-( ~ Li-P~iIIIP O P.T-P]TIIP O P.T-P]( ~ Ll-P~i

i-0 j-0 i-0

The part before the minus sign is
P P

l ~ Lilil~silT( ~ l-i(ll~i) -
i-o i-o

P P P P

L L L-iLi(i)~i~i -~ L Li-i(max(O,i-j1,11,~;ai.

i-o j-o i-o i-o

j-0

For the second part first observe, that [IP OP T-P]T(IP OP T-P] - LoIO,T-p)

and we get
P P

( ~ Li-P~i1Lo(O,T-pll ~ Li-P~i1T -
i-o i-o

P P
- ~ ~ L;-PLo(O,T-pILP-ilp-il~i~i

i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ L;-P(O,T-p1LP-iIP-Jl~;~i
i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ L;-ilmax(0,-j t i1,T-jle;~j
i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ Li-i(max(0,1-i1,T-i)sisi.

i-o i-o
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The lag matrices of the first and second part are Lj-;Imax(O,i-jl,j) and
Li-i(maxl0,j-i),T-il. For T-i~j the difference is

T-i j T-i
T T T

~ ~n~nti-j- ~ ~n~nti-j- ~ ~n~nti-j- Lj-;Ill. o
h-1 tmaxlo,j-il h-1 tmax(o,j-i) h-jt1

Proposition 3.5
The differential of the inverse of the AR covariance matrix is

P P

dVa,R- L L(Li-;h) f Lj-;Ijllsids;.
i-1 ;-o

Proof
From proposition 3.4 we conclude

P P

dVv,R - L~ Li-illl(Bidfli f 6;dflj1.

i-o j-o
Writing out and interchanging the indices in the second part gives

P P P P

dVa,R - L L Li-i(j1,9id~; t ~ ~ L;-i1i1,3ide;
i-o j-o i-o j-o

P P

- ~ ~ (Li-;IlltLj-;Ijll~id3;, as d~so-0. o
i-1 j-o

Proposition 3.6
Let V~,R - PTP-QQT, the upper left (pxp) submatrix of the inverse of the
AR covariance matrix. Then

P P-i-~ P
t

VqR- ~ ( ~ L;-illl~i- ~ Li-ilP-il~ilsi.
i-o 1-0 1-P-it1

Proof
P-~ P

Using lag matrices of order pxp we get P -~ Liljlei and Q-~ Li-P~i, but

i-o i-~
as LPIp1~P - L-P~o - 0, we write

P P P P

VqR - Í~ L;Í11~i1T ~ Liljl,~il-1 ~ Li-P~ill E Ll-P~11T'
i-0 j-0 i-0 j-0
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P P P P

- L L L-iLi(~hi~i- L~ L~-PLP-i(P-~l~i~i
i-o j-o i-o j-o

P P P P

- ~ ~ Li-i(max(O,j-i),Jl~;~j ~ ~ L;-i(max10,-j f i),P-ll~i~i
i-o j-o i-o j-o

P P
- ~ ~ (Li-;(maxl0,j-il,ll-Lj-;(max(0,1-il,P-ill~;~i.

i-o j-o
Conforming the definition we get for the lag matrices:
Lj-;(max(O,j-i),j)-Li-;(max(O,j-i),p-i) -

p-i j
(` T (~ T
L ~h~hti-j L ~h~hfi-j

h-1t h-1t
maxl0,j-i) maxl0,j-i)

T
~n~ntí-j -L;-;Il) if jfiCp

- ~0 if jfi-p

- ~ ~n~nti-i --Li-;IP-i) if jfilp

n-P-itt

Hence,
p p-i-1 p

VAR - ~ ( ~ Li-i1J)~i ~ Lj-i1P-I)1ij)ti;. O

~-0 1-o Í-P-it1

Remark. As V is symmetric we can also write:
P P-~-t P

VAR- (, ( ~ L1-illl~i- ~ Li-i1P-i),9i)~;

~-0 Í-0 1-P-itt
P P-i-t P

~ ( ~ Li-ilil~i- ~ Li-j(P-1)~j1~i
i-o i-o i-P-itt

P P-1-~ P

~ ( ~ Li-ilj)~;- ~ Li-ifP-i1,9;)si. o

i-o i-o i-P-itt

33
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For the differential dV,~R we have

Proposition 3.7
P P-~-t P

dV,~R- ~ (~(Li-;(1) f Lj-;(1)Isi- ~(Li-;IP-i) f Lj-;(P-il),9i)d~;.

i-t i-o i-P-itt

Proof
P P-i-t p

dVAR - ~ ( ~ Li-ih),9i- ~ Li-iÍP-i)9i)d,9; f

i-~ 1-0 1-P-itt

P p-i-t P

~ ( ~ Li-ill),s;- ~ Li-i1P-}i)~;)dsi.

1-0 i-0 i-P-lt1

Interchanging i and j in the second part we get
P P-i-t P

dV,~R - ~ ( ~ Li-ilJl~i- ~ Li-i1P-i)eild~; f

~-o i-o 1-P-ift
P P-i-t P

~ ( ~ L;-i(i)~i- ~ L;-i1P-1)~eild,s;.

i-o i-o i-P-itt
or as L;-i(i)-L~-;Ij) and d~eo-0

p p-i-1 p

dVÁR- ~ 1~ ILi-;Ijl t L~-;Il)l,si- ~ ILi-;(P-il f L~-;(P-i))si)d,9;. o

i-t i-o i-P-itt

Moreover we need the lag form of PTP and MMT for CLS estimation. The
following propositions treat both expressions and their differentials.

Proposition 3.8
p i p

PTP- ~ ( L Li-i(O,jlsit ~ LT-ilO~i),~il,~;.

i-o i-o i-ift

Proof
Applying the expression for the lag form of P, taking the transpose and
multiplying gives
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P P
PTP-1 ~ L;Ii18;1T ~ Lill'l~i

i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ LTIi1Li(Jl~i~i
i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ L-;Lilll~si'9;
i-o i-o
P P

- ~ ~ Li-;(maxl0,l-il,llei~;
i-o i-o
p i p

- ~ ( ~ Li-;IO,JI~i t ~ Li-ill-i,11~i1~;
~-o i-o i-ifi
P ~ P

- ~ ( ~ Li-;(O,Jl~it ~ LT-il0,il~i1,9;. o

~-o i-o i-ifi

Proposition 3.9
P ~ P

d(PTP1- ~ { ~ (Li-;10,1) t Lj -;(0,11) t ~ (Li-i10,i) - }- LT-i(O,ill,si}d,~;.
i-o i-o i-it~
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Proof
The differential can be obtained from proposition 3.8, but it is easier to
derive it directly. For the differential we get
d(PTP) - PTdP t dIPTIP

P P P P

-~ LT(il~; ~ Li(jldei t~ LTlilde; ~ Li(jl~i

i-o izo i-o i-o
P P P P

- ~ ~ L-;Liljl~;d~yi t ~ ~ L-;Li(j1~id~;

i-o i-o ;-o i-o
P P P P

- ~ ~ Li-i(maxl0,j-il,lle;dai t ~ ~ Li-~(max10,1-il,llsida;
i-o i-o ;-o i-o
P P P P

- ~ ~ L;-i(max(O,i-jl,i)sid~~ t ~ ~ Li-ilmax(0,1-i1,11,9ids;
i-o i-o ;-o i-o
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P ~ P
-~{~ IL;-i(i-j,il t Li-;IO,jleil }~ ILi-i(O,il t Li-;(j-i,jl,~i}d,9; f

i-o i-o i-itt
p i p

T T
-~{~ ILi -;10,11 t Li-;(0,11}ei t~(Li-i10,i1 t L i-il0,illei}d,v;. o

~-o i-o i-itt

Proposition 3.10
4 4

MMT - ~ L;(i)a; ~ Lj (j)ai.
i-o i-o

Proof
The proof follows the same lines as in the case of the AR parameters. How-
ever, there is one difference, as the transposed part comes first in the
AR case. Hence the result is slightly different.

a

M is equal to ~ L;li)a;, which gives for MMT:

i-o
a a

MMT - ~ L;li1a; ~ Li (ilai
i-0 j-0

Q 9

- ~ ~ L;(Í)L-ia;ai
i-0 j-0
C 4

- ~ ~ L;-i(i,max(i-j,0))a;ai

i-o i-o
q i Q

- ~ { ~ Li-i(i,i-jlai f ~ L;-i1i,01ai}a;

~-o i-o i-itt
a i 4

- ~ { ~ Lj-;Ij,Olaif ~ L;-ilÍ,O)ai}a;. a

~-o i-o i-itt

Proposition 3.11
a i a

dIMMT1- ~{~ Lj-;Ij,0) f Li-;Ij,O)ai-~- ~ L;-ili,0) t Li-i(i,0)ai}da;.

i-o i-o i-itt
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Proof
d(MMT) - (dM)MT f M(dMT)

a q q q
- ~ L;(i)da; ~ L~(j)ai t ~ L;(ila; ~ L~(j)dai

i-o j-o i-o j-o
q q q q

- ~ ~ L;(i)L.jajda;f ~ ~ L;(i)L-ia;dai

i-0 j-0 i-o j-0
q q q q

- ~ ~ L;-jli,maxli-j,0))aida; i- ~ ~ L;-jli,max(i-j,011a;dai
i-o j-o i-oj-o
q q

- ~ ~ L;-j(i,maxli-j,0)Iaida; f Li-;(j,max(j-i,011ajda;
i-o j-o
q i q

- ~ { ~ (L;-i(i,i-j) f Li-;(j,01)ai } ~ (Li-i(i,0) f Lj.;ll,l-il)ai}da;

~-o i-o i-itt
q i q

-~{~ Lj.;Ij,O) f Li.;(j,0)aj f~ L;-ili,0) t LT.i(i,0)ai}da;. o
i-o i-o i-itt

3.3 Summary
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In this chapter a so called lag matrix was defined. In fact the definition
is not restricted to lags, but also leads can be handled. Furthermore some
useful properties regarding transposition and multiplication are
presented. This lag matrix is used to write the covariance matrix, or
parts of it, in a form that is suited for differentiating. Most of the

propositions are rather technical and will be used in the following
chapters.



IV DERIVATIVES OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

4.1 Introduction

Several authors have given procedures to estimate the parameters of an

ARMA model, either for a pure time series model (Kohn and Ansley, 1985) or

for a regression model (Zinde-Walsh and Galbraith, 19911. Kohn and Ainsley

state we gain efficiency by working with a MA(ql rather than an ARMA(p,q)

model for the first N-p observations, where N is the sample size. One can

wonder whether such a procedure is very useful. Zinde-Walsh and Galbraith

also use an approximation: they write that solving equations in the first

order conditions is not much different fiom solving an equation which

ignores the determinant of the covariance matrix (p. 338). But even with

several simplifications the resulting formulas and algorithms to estimate

the ARMA parameters become complicated without a closed form of the

general ARMA covariance matrix. Given the Aitken estimator and the

corresponding residuals we derive first derivatives of the likelihood

function, as defined in (1.12), of the ARMA-parameters.

At the same time we are able to show the differences between maximum

likelihood and minimum distance estimators. In the case of a pure AR and

MA model the difference amounts to a sum of the elements of the off-

diagonals of the covariance matrix. The general ARMA model has the same

property, but the function of the elements of the covariance matrix is

more complicated.

Our aim is to maximise the loglikelihood, or equivalently to minimise
(1.121. This is the same as minimising S- log I V I f T.log eTV-'e, which we
will call the moditied likelihood function. The reason to use this
expression is the fact that it differentials have less terms. For the

differential of the determinant part we use dí I V I 1- I V I trV-'dV (see e.g.
Magnus and Neudecker, 1988, p.1491, while the differential of the
quadratic form is eTdV-'e.
The result is the first differential
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dS - trV-'dV t ~TdIV~' )e (4.1 ]
s

with s2-eTV-'elT. This, in a slightly different form, is what Magnus

(1978) called the s-equation(sl.

In the sequel we will show how a and a can expressed as a function of e,

be it computed or identical to y. The resulting first order conditions can

be written as a linear function of the parameter to be estimated, say

Ag f b, with ~-a in the MA case and ~-~ in the AR case, where A is a matrix

and b a vector both depending on V. However it is not possible to find a

simple solution in the form ~-A-'b. Thus we have to employ other methods

to find a minimum. The results here give us an analytical expression for

the first derivatives of aSla~ and aSlaa which are useful to find

solutions.

4.2 First derivatives

From ( 4.1) we derive the first derivatives of the loglikelihood. We make
use of the lag form for the covariance matrix as given in chapter 3. First
we present a theorem for the general ARMA case, next we give two
corollaries for the AR and the MA case.
As V;,;~k-V;tk,; for k-0,.., T-1 and 1~i~T-k, we define V[k]-V;,;tk, the

determining element of the k'h (off-)diagonal.

Theorem 4.1

Let
TaS aS aS aS

áa - á~,' áa2'"' ásP be the vector of AR derivatives and

T
aS aS aS aS the vector of MA derivatives.áa - áa~' 8a2'"' daq

AR-pa~t

Let Z-VAR[N M]TV-', Z E~~Ttq~xT, ~-Ze E IR~T}qlx' and ~,li,l) be the sum

of the elements of (i-j]th diagonal of ZVZT, without the first and last
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minli,j) elements. Then á~ - G~a f g, where the ( i,jltn element of G E IRPxP

IS
T t q-i-1

gi,l-2l ~ ~kti~ktj~S2-~(I~~I!

k-1

and the itn element of g E IRPXt is gi-gi,o

(4.2)

MA-part

Let ~- V-' e. Then áá - Ha f h, where the (i,jltn element of H E~qXq is

T T

h;.j--2 ~ ~ VAR[I-k-itjllml~klsz - V-t[k,ll) (4.3)

1-1 k-1

and the itn element of h E rtqx' is hi - hi,o

Proof

AR-part

We have to evaluate trV-'dV and eTdV-'e. However it is not possible to

isolate the AR-parameters in the expression V-' -([N M]VAR[N M]TI-', where
VAR- [PTP- QaT] t. A way out is to define Z-VAR[N M]TV-', which implies

V t-ZTVARZ, as is easily verified. The differential in the ~e-direction is

dV-' - -V-'dVV-'

- -V-t [N M]dVAR[N M]TV-'
- ZTdV~RZ.

The quadratic form eTdV-'e becomes, using ~- Ze and proposition 3.5,
eTdV-'e - ~TdVqR~

P P
- CT( ~ ~ (Lj-;lJ) f Lj-;Illl~jde;]~

i-1 j-o

P P

2 ~ ~ ~TLi-iljl~ ~jd~;
i-t j-o

P P T t q-i-1

- 2 ~ L L ~hti~htjt9jd6i.

i-1 j-0 h-1
T tq-i Tt q-i-1

Here ~TLi-i(J1~- ~ ~T~h~h-jti~- ~ ~ntj~nfi.
n-ttj n-t
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P T f q-~-1

Hence eTa1V-'le~a~a;- 2 L ~~nti~ntj~;, i-1,..,p.
j-o n-i

The determinantal part becomes, using lag matrices and some basic
properties of the trace operator:
trV-'dV - -trVdV~' - -trVZTdVqRZ -

P P

- -trZVZTI ~ ~ ILj-;Ijl f Lj -;Ijll~;d,s;l
i-o j-o

P P
- -2 ~ ~ trZVZTLj.;ljl,sjd,v;

i-i j-o
P P T fq-i

- -2 ~ ~ trZVZT ~ l.hl,h-jtisjdl9i
i-LL1

1-0 h-1 tl

P P Tf q-i-1

- -2 ~ L L ~ntjZVZT~ntisjd,9i.
i-1 j-0 h-1

T t q-i-1

Here ~,Ii,j) -~ chtjZVZTt.h~; is the sum of the elements of
h-1

diagonal of ZVZT without the first and last min(i,j) elements, or
P T t q-i-1

trV~'aV~a,s;- -2 ~ ~ ~htjZVZT~ht;t~j, i-1,..,p.

j-o n-t
End of proof AR-part.

MA-part
From proposition 3.3 we have

q q T T

dV
-~ L ~ L

VARIh-k-i f j)It,h~k -F- t,ke.h)ajdai.

i-1 j-0 h-1 k-1
The quadratic part becomes
eTdV-'e --eTV-' (dV1V-'e -

q q T T

--~T{ ~ E ~ ~ VARIh-IC-I fJ~I~h~k } ~k~hlajdail~

(i-jlth

-1 i-0 h-1 k-1
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q q

-- ~ ~
i-1 j-0

T T

~ ~
VAR[h-k-IfJ]I~T~h~k~f[dT~k~h~]ajdai

h-1 k-1
q q T T

- 2 L ~ L ~
VAR[Í1-k-I f Jl~hmkajdai

i-1 j-0 h-1 k-1

q T T

or eTa(V-' )elaa; --2 L L L VAR[h-k-i f jl0h~kaj, i-1,..,q.
j-0 h-1 k-1

For the determinantal part we get, using proposition 3.3:
q q T T

trV"'dV -tr{V"' ~ ~ ~ ~ VAR[h-k-i f j](t.h~k f ck~h)ajdai}

i-1 j-0 h-1 k-1
q q T T

- L L L L VARIh-k-ifj]IekV-'ehft.hV-'ek)ajda;
i-1 j-0 h-1 k-1

q q T T

- 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ VAR[h-k-i fj]V-' [k,h]ajdai

i-1 j-0 h-1 k-1
q T T

or trV"'aVla,~;- 2~ ~ ~ VAR[h-k-ifj]V-'[k,h]aj, i-1,..,q.
j-0 h-1 k-1

End of proof MA-part. o

Corollary 4.1
Derivatives of the AR likelihood function
aS - G,~ f g, where the ( i,j)th element of G isá~

T-i-j

gi,l-2l ~ ektiekfjlS2-IP-I-J]VAR[I-J]}

k-1

and the ith element of g E~tpx' is g; - g;,o.

14.41

Proof
For q - 0, VAR - VAR -1PTP-QQT) ', [N M] - IT and V - VAR, which gives Z- IT or
~- e. For the determinant part we use I VAR I- I VAR I and proposition 3.7:
trV"' aV las; - -trVaV-' ia~; - -trVARaVqRia~i -
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--trVAR{ ~ (Li-;(11 t Lj-;(llhi- ~ (Li-;IP-il t Lj - ;IP-i)Isi)}.
i-o i-P~ti

Because trVARLkIm) -trIVARLkIm)IT -trLkIm1VAR -trVARLk(m1-
p f k-m p t k-m

tr ~ VAR`h~ h-k - ~ YaR[k] - (p t k-2m)VAR(k] we get
h-1tm h-1tm

p-i-1 p

trV-'aVla~a;--2{ ~ (P f j-i-2jIVAR[j-il~i- ~ (p fj-i-2(p-i11VAR[j-i]~i)}

1-o J-P-it1
P-~- ~ P

--2{ ~ (p-j-i1VAR[1-ilsi- ~ (-p fj f i)VAR[1-il~si)}

i-o i-P-it~
P

--2 ~ (P-J-I)VAR[J-I]t9i. O

1-0

As an illustration we will show how the well known cubic equation for the
AR(1) case as published by Beach and MacKinnon ( 1978) can be found using

this corollary. They stated:
"f(p) - p3 f apz f bp f c- 0, where

a --IT-2)Eetet-~I[IT-1)(Eei-~-e~l]

b - [(T-1)e~-TEei-~-Eetll((T-1)(Eei-~-e;)]
c-TEetet-~I[(T-1)(Eei-~-e~)],...; the summations run from t-2 to T."

T-1 T-1 T

Define c~ - ~ ei, cz - ~ etet~i and c3 - ~ et, replace p by -s and their
c-z c-~ c-i

cubic equation becomes (T-1)c~a3-(T-2)cz~z-(Tc~ t cz)s f Tcz - 0. Using
corollary 4.1 with p - 1 we get P-1, Q-s and VAR(O] -(PTP-QQT)-' -( 1-~sz) -' .
The elements of G become

T-7-1

9i.i-2{ ~ ektiekti~sz-(1-1-1)VAR[1-1]}-S2{c~ f Szz} and
k-1

T-1-0

9i,o-2{ ~ ekfiekto~sz-11-1-OIVAR[1-O]}-2c2.s
k-1

Observe that T. sz - eTV-'e - eTIPTP-QOTIe -(Pe)TIPe)-IaTe1T10.Te) Wlth
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Pe -1e~ ,se~ f e2 ... aeT-~ f eT)T and QTe -( ,se~ 0 . .. OIT, which gives

s2 -1c~~Z f 2cZStc3)IT.

C~92 f ZCZ~tC3 .~y
This results in c~~s t T ~-~2 - c2-0, which gives after some

manipulations the pseudo cubic relation of Beach and MacKinnon. The same
result can also be found in Magnus (1978).

Corollary 4.2
Derivatives of the MA likelihood function
Let ~- VM,'q and dk the sum of the elements of the kth off-diagonal of VMÁ.
Then

áá - Ha f h, where the (i,j)Th element of H is

T- I ~-i I

hi,i - 2{ ~ mn~nt I i-i I Is2- d ~ i-i I}
h-1

and the ith element of h E~tqX' is hi - hi,o

(4.5)

Proof

Starting from (4.3) we have VAR - ITtq. Hence VAR[h-k-i tj] is equal to 1 if

and only if h-k-i f j- 0, or k- h-i f j and zero elsewhere. Put g - h f min(O,j-i),

then k-h-ifj-g-min(i-j,0) and g runs from max(1 tmin(O,j-il, 1 fmin(i-j,0))

to min(T f min(O,j-i), min(O,i-j)) or from 1 to T- I i-j I. The expression mhmk
becomes ~9-min~0,j-il~9-min10,i-j) - ~g t maxl0,i-j)~g t maxl0,j-i) -~g~g t ~ i-1 ~.

T T

In the same way we get for ~ ~ VAR[h-k-i f j]V-' [k,h] -

h-1 k-1
T-~i-j~

~ VMA[9 ,9f li-jll-dli-il. o
9-~

Computational remarks
Without going into the details we give an outline how the derivatives can
be found using the elementary matrices ( M, N, P and Q) and several
expression derived from them. For both the AR and MA derivatives we need
e, the difference between y and Xb, with b-(XTV-'Xl-'XTV-'y and
sZ-eTV-'elT. While the inverse of V is necessary for the computations it
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is easy though not necessary to have the disposal of V itself. Furthermore
we need VAR, the AR covariance matrix of order (T f r)x(T t r).
The inverse of V can be found using ( 2.7) which contains R( - M~' PN-Q) e
~TX` and D( - PTP-QQT) e~t`x` defined in lemma (2.4). The matrices V-' and
R contain M-' P, which is a lower band matrix: as M is a lower band matrix,
its inverse is of the same type. The inverse of M can be obtained by a
simple recursive algorithm and the numerical values of its elements tend
to zero: they are in general closer to zero the larger their distance to
the main diagonal because of the invertibility condition. As D is of order
rxr its inverse is easily computed. Hence V' can be found by
straightforward matrix calculus.
The expression for VAR is already treated in the proof of lemma (2.21. In
partitioned form it gives no problems; D-' is as above and for P~' the
same remarks apply as for M-'. For V we use (2,4), of which all elements
are already treated here. We conclude that there is no need to invert
large matrices. What remains is the computation of Z, ZVZT, ~ and ~. The

elements of H, h, G and g follow directly.

4.3 Second differential

In this section we will derive an expression for the second differential
of the likelihood function as the first step to obtain the second
derivatives of the loglikelihood. The second derivative itself is helpful
in finding the minimum of the modified likelihood function, which is quite
complicated. It gives us the direction in which a local minimum can be
found. Secondly, from the expression of the second derivatives we can
conclude that in general a stationary point need not to be a minimum, as
we can never conclude that is has to be positive. A third reason is to
find an expression for the information matrix, which is part of the second
derivative.

Before we differentiate ( 4.1) again we first derive the differential of
e- y-Xb:
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de- -Xdb- -Xd11XTV-'XI-'XTV-'y)
- XIXTV-'X)~'XTdV-'XIXTV~'Xl-'XTV-'y -XIXTV-'X)-'XTdV-'y
- -XIXTV-'X1"'XTdV"'e.

Hence eTdV~'de- -eTdV-'X(XTV-'X)-'XTdV~'e, which is clearly negative
definite.

Straightforward differentiation of (4.1) gives for the second
differential:
dZS- d{trV'dV tT (eTV~'el-'eTdV~'e}

- trdV-'dV ttrV-'d2V tTd(eTV-'e)-'eTdV-'e f
TIeTV-'e)~'(eTdZV-'e f2eTdV-'de)

- trdV-'dV ttrV-'d2V -TIeTV-'el-2(eTdV-'e1d(eTV~'e) f
T(eTV-'el-'eTd2V-'e f 2T(eTV~'el-'eTdV~'de

or
2

d2S- trdV-'dV ftrV-'d2V- T ( eTdZ-'e) } eTdSV-'e }

-2eTdV-' X(XTV-' X)-' XTdV-' e (4.6)zs
This expression contains both differentials of V and of V-'. In the sequel
we will show how d2S can be written as a function of one of these forms.

The inverse of information matrix, defined as - E a2S(~) is of interest
a~a~T~

because it gives us a lower bound for a consistent estimator of ~. As
Magnus ( 1978) shows, this expression is equal to minus half of the
derivative corresponding to the first part of this expression,
-1~2trdV-'dV.
Therefore it has to be positive:
- trdV-'dV - trV-'dVV-'dV - veclV-'dVV-')vecldV)

- vec(dV1T(V-'~V~')vec(dV)
~ 0.

Furthermore it is obvious that also the third term and the last one, if

present, are always non-positive. This is a far from encouraging situation
as we are looking for a minimum. On the other hand the signs of the second
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and fourth term are not clear without any information about the structure
of V. We will show that at least in the MA case these expressions are
always positive. Anyway, a stationary point need not to be a minimum, nor
is a local minimum a global one.

When an expression for V is known, rewrite dV"' and dzV-' as functions of
dV and dzV:
dV"' - -V"'dVV-'

dzV"' - d(dV"'1- d(-V"'dVV"') - 2V-'dVV"'dVV-' -V"'dzVV"'.

Substituting into (4.6) and writing ~ - V"'e we get
z

dzS- -trV"'dVV"'dV ttrV-'dzV -T mTdV~ }~TdVs 'dV~ }

-~TdzV~ -2~TdVV'XIXTV'XI'XTV'dV~

sz sz
or

zr
dzS- -trV-'dVV"'dV ftrV"'dzV -1 ~ dV~

T sz
~TdzV~

sz

}2mTdV(V-' -V"'X(XTV"'X)"'XTV"')dV~. (4.7)
sz

Here the last expression at the right hand side is positive, while the
signs of the second and fourth one are not clear. On the other hand, when
an expression for V-' is known, namely in the pure AR case, it is
profitable to rewrite dV and dzV: dV- -VdV"'V and dzV- 2VdV"'VdV"'V
-VdzV"'V.

Substitution in (4.6) gives
z

dzS- -trdV"'VdV"'V -HtrV"'(2VdV"'VdV-'V -VdzV"'V) - T eTd2-'e }
s

eTdzV'e -2eTdV"'X1XTV"'X)-'XTdV-'e

sz sz
or
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z
2 , , 2, 1 eTdV-'e eTd2V-'ed S- trVdV- VdV- - trVd V- -T s2 f s2

2eTdV-' X1XTV-' X)-' XTdV-' e
s2

(4.8)

Observe that the third and last term are always negative. The signs of the

second and fourth one are unknown. Next we will use these expressions to

give a detailed description of the second derivatives for the ARMA

loglikelihood.

4.4 The second derivative

As can be expected the expressions for the second derivatives are quite

complicated and the proofs correspondingly tedious. To simplify as much as

possible we start by giving some lemmas.

Lemma 4.1
For symmetric A, B E~TxT

aVAR avARtrA a,~ Bási -
p p T-k-i T-I-j

~ ~ ~ ~{A[g f k,h f j]B[g t i,h f I] t A[g t k,h t I]B[g f i,h f j] f

k-0 1-0 g-1 h-1

A[g f i,h f j]B[g f k,h f I] f A[g t i,h f I] B[g -t- k,h f j]}~sk~si.

Proof
Using proposition 3.5 we get

aV -' aV -' p P
trA a~RBa~R- trA{ ~(Lk-;Ik) t Lk-;Ikll~k}B{ ~(L~ ~

k-0 1-0

111 f Li -illll~i}

P P
- ~ ~ tr{ALk-;IkIBLi-i(II f ALk-;Ik1BLi-ill) t ALk-;Ik16Li-ill) f

k-0 1-0

ALk-;Ik) BLi -ill) }ek,~i.
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For the consecutive parts of the sum we have
T-i T-j

tr(ALk-;(k)BLi-j(I)) - tr(A ~ ~gt,9-kti ó ~
g-1tk h-1tl

(~h-IfjAI,gII~9-ktiB~h)

- ~ ~ A[h-Ifj,g]B[9-kfi,h]
9-1 tk h-1 tl

T-k-i T-I-j

-~ ~ A[9 f k,h fj]B[9 f i,h f 11,
9-1 h-1

T-i T-j

trALk-i1kIBL~-jll) - trA ~ ~gt,9-kti ó ~
9-1tk h-1fl

T-i T-j
- (~ ~` T T

L L `'nAt.gt,g-kfió ~n-itj
g-1tk h-1tl
T-i-k T-j-I

- ~ ~ T T
~htlA~gfk~gtió ~htj

9-1 h-1
T-i-k T-j-I

-~ ~ A[g t k,h f I]B[g t i,h tj],
9-1 h-1

T
~h~ h-i tj)

r r
(~n~n-ifj) -

T-i-k T-I-j

trALk-;(k)BLi-j(I) -trAL;-kli)BLi-jll) -~ ~ A[g f i,h fj]B[g f k,h f I]
g-1 h-1

and

trALk-;(k)BLi-i(I) - trAL;-k(i]BLj-i(j) -

Together:

aV ~ aV ~ cp p T-k-i T-I-j

trA asiR~- L ~ L ~

T-i-k T-j-I

~ ~ A[g t i,h t I]B[g f k,h f j].
9-1 h-1

49

k-0 1-0 g-1 h-1

{A[g t k,h fj]B[g f i,h t I] f A(g t k,h f I]B[g f i,h fj] f
A[g f i,h t j]B[g t k,h f I] f A[g f i,h f I]B[g f k,h t j]}~ak~i. o
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Lemma 4.2
Let x E~trx' and A E~TxT then

TaVAR aVAR ~x a~ A a~~ x-

k-0

p T-i-k T-j-h

~ ~ ~ A[Sfl,tfh]x5tkxttjfA[sfi,t~J]Xstkxtth}

h-0 s-1 t-1

A[s f k,t f h]xs tixt~j f A[s f k ,t ff]Xstixtth~k~h~

Proof
Use proposition 3.5 to substitute the derivative

aV-' aV-'
P P

xT a~ RA a~ Rx - xT{ ~ ILk-;Ikl f Lk-;Ikll~k}A{ ~(Lh-jlh) f Lh-jlhll,~h}x
~ ~

P P
k-0 h-0

-~ ~ XT{Lk-i(k) f L;-k(il}A{Lh-jlh) f Lj-hlll}Xekt9h

k-LLO h-0

P P
-~ ~ xT{Lk-;Ik)ALh-jlh) f Lk-;lk)ALj-h(j) } Li-k(ilALh-jlh) f L;-k1ilALj-h(jl}x,sktsh.

k-0 h-0

Here xTLk-i(k)ALh-jlh)x -
T-i T-j

L ~
s-1fk t-1fh

T-i T-j

~ ~

T T T
X 1.s(.s-ktiA(.tt,t-htjX

xSA[s-k t i,t]xt-htj
s-1tk t-1th
T-i-k T-j-h

-~ ~ A[s t i,t f hlxstkxttj.
s-1 t-1

In the same way we get
T-i-k T-h-j

XTLk-i1klALj-hlJ)x - L ~ A[s f i,t fjlxstkxttn~
s-i 2-i
T-k-i T-j-h

xTL;.k(ilALh-j(hlx - L ~ A[s f k,t i- h]xstixttj
s-1 t-1

and
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T-i-k T-h-j

xTL;-k(ilALj-h(jlx - ~ ~ Afs f k,t fj]xst;xtth.
s-i t-i

The result is
~ ~ p p T-i-k T-j-h

TayAR aVARx~ A a~ x- ~ ~ ~ ~ A[sfi,tfh]xStkxttjfA[sti,tfjlxsfkxtfnt
~ ~

k-0 h-0 s-1 t-1

A[sfk,tth]x5~;xttjfA[stk,tfj]xsf;xtfn~k~n o

4.4.1 AR-part

In the proof of theorem 4.1 it was shown that we have to start from
V-[N M)VAR[N M]T with VAR -(PTP-QQTI-' when we need the differential of
[N M]VARd(VqR]VAR[N M]T. Hence the second differential is a less friendly
expression with two terms:
d2V - 2[N M]VARd(VÀRIVARd(VqRIVAR[N M]T-[N M]VARdzIVÁR)VAR[N M1T.
It implicates that the resulting second derivatives become correspondingly
longer.

Theorem 4.2
Second derivative ARMA-case; AR-part.
Let ~ - V-' e E

~Tx1

U - VAR[N MITV-' [N M]VAR
~ - VAR[N M]T~ E ~(Ttqjxl

E ~IT f q1xIT tql

H~ - VAR[N M1TIV'-V'XIXTV'XI'XTV'1[N MIVAR
Then

a2S - -trV-'avV-,av
aa;a~j aa; a~j

}~TaVHaV~
SZ a,g; aaj

with
P P Tt q-i-k T t q-1-~

trV-'aVV-,aV - 2
G G Laa; a~ej

E
IRITtq)xlTtq)

t trV-' aZV 1 1~Ta~ mTaV~ ~T a?V ~
aa;a~aj -T Sa a~a; aaj s2 a,s;aaj

G

(4.9)

k-0 1-0 g-1 h-1

(U[g t k,h f j]U[g f i,h f I] f U[g f k,h f I]U[9 f i,h fj]]~k~; (4.9.1)
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trV-~ aZV -
2trUaVqRV aVÁR -trUaZVARa~;a~i aa; AR a9j aa;at9j

~ - ~ P P T f q-k-i T t q-~-1
trUBVARV aVAR -

~ ~ ~ ~a~i AR a,Bi

(4.9.2)

k-0 h-0 g-1 h-1
{U[g f k,h f j]VAR[g-h f i-I] f U[g f k,h f I]VAR[g-h t i-j] f

U[9 f i,h f j]VAR[g-h f k-I] t U[g f i,h f IIVAR[g-h f k-j]},sk~a;. (4.9.2a)

z-- i T t q-i-i
trUa~a~R- 2 ~ U(hfi,hfj]

h-1

-- 1 -- 1 P T t q-i-kaV aV
~T a~ ~T a~ - 4{ ~~ i

P

k-0 g-1

T aZV TaVAR - aVAR TaZVAR
~ a~~ - 2~ ae; VAR a~ej ~-~ atg a~

TaVAR- aVAR
~ a~l VAR a,sj C -

P T t q-1-~

~ ~gtk~gfi~k}{ ~ ~ ~hf~~hfjt9l}

p T f q-i-k T t q-1-n

k-0 h-0 s-1 t-7

VARIs-t f I-h]~s tk~ttj } VAR[s-t f I-J]~s tk~tth f

(4.9.2b)

(4.9.3)

(4.9.4)

VAR[s-t f k-hl~s t;~ttj } VAR[s-t f k-jl~s f;~tfh~k29h (4.9.4a)

a2V - t T t q-i-i

~Ta,9.é - L ~ntj~nti~ ~
n-i

P P T f q-i-k T t q-1-h

~raVHaV~-
L L ~ L H,(sti,tfh]~stk~ttjfas; a~;

i-o n-i

(4.9.4b)

k-0 h-0 s-1 t-1
H~ [s -F i,t -~ j]~s f k~tf n t H1 [s f k,t f h]~s ti~tfj } H1 [s i- k,t f j]~s f i~tth~k~h.

(4.9.5)
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Proof
From proposition 3.5 we have the differential of the inverse of the AR
covariance matrix, dVqR. For the information matrix, -1~2trV-'dVV-'dV, we
get, substituting dV --[N M]VARdVÀRVAR[N M1T:
trV-'dVV-'dV - trV-' [N M]VARdVÀRVAR[N M]T V-' [N M]VARdVqRVAR[N M]T

- trVAR[N M]TV-'[N M]VAR dVAR VAR[N M]TV-'[N M]VAR dVAR

- trUdVARUdVAR.

Because of lemma 4.1 we get, replacing T by T f q and substituting A- B- U:

trUaV~RUaV~R -
as; a~i
P P T tq-i-k Tt y-1-~

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ (U[gfk,hfjlU[gti,htl]tU[9fk,hfllU[gti,htj]I,sk~i.
k-0 1-0 g-1 h-1

For the second part of the second differential, first substitute dzV:
trV-'dzV-2trV-'[N M]V dV-'V dV-'V [N M]T-trV-'[N M]V dzV-'V [N M]TAR AR AR AR AR AR AR AR

- 2trVAR[N M]TV-'[N M]VAR dVAR VAR dVAR-trVAR[N M]TV-'[N M]VAR dZVAR
- 2trUdVARVARdVÁR -trUdzVqR.

The first component of the second part is, using lemma 4.1 with T f q instead
of T and A - U and B- VAR:

aV ' aV ' P P Tfq-k-i T t q-I-j

trU a~IRVAR a,yiR -~ ~ E ~{U[g f k,h tj]VAR[g-h f i-I] f U[9 f k,h f I]
k-0 h-0 g-1 h-1

VAR[g-h f i-j] f U[g t i,h t j1VAR[g-h f k-I] f U[g f i,h f I]VAR[g-h t k-j]},~ksi.

The second component of the second part is less complicated. Here we have
z- i

trUa~a~R- tr{U{(Li-;(jltLj-;(j)}}- 2tr{ULi-;(jl}

T tq-i T t q-i T f q-i-1

- 2tr{U ~ t,n~n-it;) - 2 ~ U[h-j f i,h] - 2 ~ U[h f i,h fjl,
h-1 tj h-1 tj

the elements of the I i-j I`h diagonal of U.
h-1

For the quadratic part we need mTdV~ or -~T[N M]VARdV~RVAR[N M]T~.

Therefore the quadratic form becomes:
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aV-' P
~T a6 ~ - ST{ ~ (Lk-ilk) f Lk-; Ikllsk}~

i
k-0

P T } q-~

2 ~ ~T ~ ~9~9-kfi~ ~k

k-0 g-1tk

P T t q-~-k

- 2~ ~ ~9 t kCg t i~k-

k-0 g-1

The third part of the second derivative is, apart of a constant,
T t q-i-k p Ttq-j-I

TaVAR TaVAR p
~ a;~. ~ ~ a~~- 4{ ~ ~ ~gtk~gfi~k}{ ~ ~ {nti~ntj,~~}.

~ ;
k-0 g-1 1-0 h-1

The fourth part, ~TdZV~, has again two components:
~Td2V~ - 2~T[N M]V dV -' V dV -' V[N M]Tm -mT[N M1V dZV -' V[N M]T~AR AR AR AR AR AR AR AR

- 2~TdVARVARdVAR~ -~TdZVAR~'

For the former of these {TdVÁRVARdV~R~, we get because of lemma 4.2 with

T f q instead of T, and A- VAR:

TaVAR - aVAR
P P

~ a,~ VAR 8;~ C- ~ L

T f q-i-k T t q-j-n

~ L VAR[S-t f I-hl~sfk~ttj f

k-0 h-0 s-1 t-1
VAR[s-t f I-J1 ~s t k~t t h i- VARIs-t f k-h]~s f;~t tj f VAR[s-t f k-j] ~s f i~t th~k~h

For the latter part of the fourth part we find a simple expression:

a2V-'

~Taa~aBjC- ~T{Lj-;Ij1fL~-;Ill}~- 2~T{Lj-;Ij1}~-

T t q-i T t q-i T t q-i-1

- 2ST ~ ~n~n-itiC- ~ CnCn-iti- ~ ~ntjCnti.
h-1tj h~1fj h-1

For the last part substitute dV and use {- VAR[N M]T~, as defined above:

~TdV(V-' -V-'XIXTV-'X)-'XTV-'IdV~-

- ~T1[N M]VARdVARVAR[N M1T11V'-V'XIXTV'X1'XTV')

([N M]VARdVARVAR[N M1T1~

- ~TdVARVAR[N M1TIV'-V'XIXTV'XI'XTV'1[N M1VARdVAR~
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- ~TdVARH1dVAR~.

In view of lemma 4.2:
P

TaV aVm a~Ha~- ~

p T t q-i-k Tt q-1-h

~ ~ ~ H~[si-i,tfh]~StkCtt~}H~[sfi,tfjl~5tk~tfn}
k-0 h-0 s-1 t-1

H~[s-F~k,t-~h]Csf;~tt;~-H~[s-~k,tfjl~5t;~ttn~k,9h. o

4.4.2 MA-part

From theorem (4.7) and proposition (3.3) we find the second derivatives of
the modified loglikelihood to a.

Theorem 4.3
Second derivative ARMA-case; MA-parr.
Let ~- V-' e E~tTx' and
H2- (V-' -V-'XIXTV-,X]-,XTV-,) e UtTxT

Then

aZS ,aV ,aV , aZV 1 1 TaV TaV- -trV- -V- - f trV- ~ ~ -~ taa~aa~ - aa~ aa~ aa;aa~ -T Sa aa; aa~

-~T a?V ~ }~TaVH2aV~
s2 aa~aa~ s2 aai aa~

with

trV-'av~.,av -
aa~ aa~

q q T T T T

~ ~ ~
k-0 1-0 h-1 g-1 s-1 t-1

VAR[h-g-i t k]VAR[s-t-i f I](V-'[t,h]V-'[g,s] f V-'[s,h]V-'[g,t])akai

(4.10)

(4.10.1)

T T2
trV~'áa~á ~- 2 ~ ~ VAR[h-k-ifj]V-'[k,h] 14.10.2)

h-1 k-1
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q T T
TeV TeV c c

m a~ aa - 41 ~ L L VAR[h-g-i f k]mgmhak)
~ ~

k-0 h-1 g-1

q T T

( L L L VAR[h-g-j f k]mgmhak)
k-0 h-1 g-1

T aZV
m aa~-

T T

2 ~ ~ ~AR[h-g-IfJlmhmg
h-t g-1

(4.10.3)

14.10.4)

TaV aV
m ea~HZaá -

T T T T q q

L L ~ L( L L
VARIh-g-I t k]VAR[s-t-J t I]aka~)

h-1 g-1 s-1 t-1 k-0 1-0

( HZ[9,s]mhmt f HZ[9,t]mhms f HZ[h,slmgmt f HZ[h,tlmgmsl, (4.10.5)

Proof
To find the second derivative substitute in (4.3) the components of the
second derivatives. Again, the first part is the most complicated and
computer time consuming one.
trV-'aVV-,aV -

aa~ aa~

q T T

-trV ~I L L L VAR[h-g-I f k]I~h~g f t.gt-h]ak)V-1

k-0 h-1 g-1
q T T

( ~ L ~
VAR[S-t-I t I]I~s~ t f ~t~slai)

s-1 t-1
T T q T T

L L L L L VAR[h-g-i f k]VAR[s-t-i f I]

k-0 h-1 g-1 1-0 s-1 t-1

trlV'th~g fV' ~g~hIIV' ~S~ t f V'tt~ slakal
q T T q T T

- 2~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ VAR[h-g-i f k1VAR[s-t-i f I]
k30 h31 g-1 1-0 s-1 t-1

(V-~ [t,h]V-~ [g,s] -~ V-~ [s,h]V~~ [g,tllakai,
because
trlV'eho9tV'tg~h1lV'~S~t fV'~t~SI-

- trlV~t, t.TV~~ ~TfV~o ~TV~~~TfV'~ ~TV~~ ~TfV~t, cTV~~~T)h g s t h g t s g h s t g h t s
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- V-' [t,h]V-' [g,s] f V"' [s,h]V-' [g,t] f V"' [t,g]V-' [h,s] f V-' [s,g]V"' [h,t]
- 21V"' [t,h]V-' [9~s] f V"' [s,h]V"' [g,t]1.

The next part is easy and consists of the elements of
T T2

trV"'aá~á ~-trV"' ~ ~ VAR[h-k-i fjll~h~k "f ~keh1-
h-1 k-1

T T

- ~ ~ VAR[h-k-ifJltrV~(ah~k}~k~h)
h-1 k-1

T T

- ~ ~ VAR[h-k-I~J]~kV'thf~hV'f,k)

h-1 k-1
T T

- 2 ~ ~ VAR[h-k-itjJV"'[k,h].
h-1 k-1

VAR and V-' :

For the quadratic part we first compute ~Taá , with ~- V-'e.

q T T

~Ta~ - ~TI ~ ~~ ~ VAR[h-g-'t tj11~h~9 f ~gch)a~l~

1-o h-~ 9-~
q T T

~ ~ ~ VARIh-g-IfJ]I~T~h~g~fmT~g~h~Ial

1-o h-~ 9-~
q T T

2 ~ L L VAR[h-g-ifjl~g~ha~.

Í-o h-~ 9-~

The third component becomes
q T T

TaV TaV
~ 8á~ 8á - 41 ~ ~ ~ VAR[h-g-i f k]~g~hak)

~ ~
k-0 h-1 g-1

q T T

( L ~ ~ VAR[h-g-J f klttig~hak[.
k-0 h-1 g-1

The quadratic part with the second derivative of V is the weighted sum of
the elements of ~:
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T

T aZV - 2 (`

m aa~ - L
n-t
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T

~ VAR~h-g-I-~J]~h~g.

g-~

For the last part we define Hz as before and get
q T T

~TaVHza~- ~T
L Laa; aa~

q T

~ ~

T

~ VARIh-g-I f IC1I~h~g f ~g~h)ak

k-0 h-1 g-1

Hz

~ VAR~S-t-J ~- I]I~s~ t } ~t~ s)alm

1-0 s-1 t-1
q T T

- L L ~

k-0

(~s~ t

T

-
L

h-1 g-1

q T T

~ ~ ~ VAR~h-g-I f IC]VAR]S-t-J -~ I]~Tl~h~g } ~g~h) H2

1-0 s-1 t-1

-F t, t l, S ) ~akal
T T T q q

~ VAR~h-g-I -F IC]VAR[S-t-J f I]aka;)

h-1 g-1 s-1 t-1 k-0 1-0

(Hz[9,sl~n~t f Hz(g,tl~h~s f HZ[h,slmg~t f Hz[h,tl~g~s1,
because (~T(.h(,g -~ ~TI,gC h) Hz (~5~ ~m t ~t~ 5~1-

-~T~h~gH2~s~t~f~T~h~yHZ~t~s~f~T~g~hHZ~s~t~ f~T~g~hHZ~t~sm

- Hz[g,s)~h~t f Hz[g,tlmn~s f HZ[h,sl0g~t f Hz[h,tl~g~s. o

4.4.3 ARIMA-part

Theorem 4.4
Second derivative ARMA-case: AR~MA-part

Let ~ - V-' e e ~Tx'

Z- VARIN M]TV-' E
~ITtqIxTl

~ - Ze E
621Tfqlxl

and

Hg-1V' -V'i~li~TV'i~l'i~TV')~N

Then

azS -
trZTaVo,RZaV

aa;a9~ a6; aa~

MIVAR E
QjTxlTtq)

i
~ azV 1 1 TaV TaVaRf trV- aa;as~ -T S aá ~ as~ ~}

2 aV-i
1 ~r~ } ~TaVH3 AR~, (4.1 1)

Sz aa;ae~ aa; as~
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where

aV ' P
trZT

aBiRZaaj - 2 ~
k-0

q T T Ttq-k-i

L ~ ~ ~ VAR[h-g-i f l1
1-0 h-1 g-1 t-1
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( Z[t t k,glZ[t t i,h] t Z(t t k,h1Z[t f i,g]lekai (4.1 1.1)

p p T T T tq-k-I

trV-i a`V - 2
L L L L L8ai8Bj

1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

(VAR[h-i-t-k1VAR[g-j-t-I1 f VAR[h-i-t-I]VAR[g-j-t-k])V-~ [h,gl~kaj

T T p Tt q-i-k
óV ~ q (~

~Taa CT aéRC - 4( ~ Li ~

2

( 4.1 1 . 2)

~ VAR[h-g-i f jl~gmhaj) (~ ~ ~g t k~g f i~k)

j-0 h-1 g-1 k-0 g-1

p p T T T f q-k-I

~Ta~ --2 L L L L L
1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

(VAR[h-~-t-k]VAR(gy-t-I] f VAR[h-~-t-I]VAR[g-f-t-kll~h~g~kaj

(4.11.3)

(4.11.4)

óV ~
q P T T Tfq-1-k

~T8a;H3 atij ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( (. VAR[S-t-I f IJI~tH3[S~9 -~ kl~g~j f

1-0 k-0 s-1 t-1 g-1

~tH3[S,gffl~gfk ~- ~SH3[t,g~-kl~gt; f~sH3[t,9f111Sgtkai~k. (4.1 1. 5)

Proof
Here we write da and d.~ to make clear which differential is meant. From
proposition 3.3 we conclude

q q T T

d~daV - L L ~ E dVAR[h-g-i f jl(~h~g -~ ~g~h)ajdai,
i-1 j-0 h-1 g-1

where

dVAR[h-g-i tjl -d~h-iVAR~g-1--1.h-iVARdt9VARVAR~g-j-

P P

- -~h-iVAR ~ ~ (Lk-i(k) } Lk-~Ik)1~kdaiVAR~g-j

1-0 k-0

p p Ttq-I

- ~ ~ ~h-iVAR( ~ ~t~t-ktl}tt-ktl~tlVARt.g-it9kdt9i

1-0 k-0 t-1 tk
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P P T f q-k-~

~ ~ ~ (VAR[h-i-t-k]VAR[g-j-t-I] f VAR[h-i-t-I]VAR[g-j-t-kll~kdai.
1-0 k-0 t-1

The result is
q q P P T T T tq-k-I

d~daV - - ~ ~ ~ L L L ~
i-1 j-0 1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

(VAR[h-rt-k]VAR[g-~-t-I] f VAR[h-i-t-I]VAR[g-~-t-klll~hc9 t eg~h),skajdt~ida;

For the first part of the second differential of the modified likelihood
function we have
trd~V-'daV - -trV-'dV,~V-'daV

- trV-'[N M1VARd,yVqRVAR[N M]TV-'daV

- trZTd~yVÀRZdaV
with Z- VAR[N MJTV-' E~~TtqlxT

The corresponding derivative, using propositions 3.3 and 3.5, is

i
trZTaVpRZaV -

ae; aaj
p q T T

tr{ZT )(Lk-i(k) f Lk-;Iklj9k~Z
L L L

VAR[h-g-I f III~h~g } ~g~hlal

k-0 1-0 h-1 g-1

p q T T T t q-k-i

- 2tr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

k-0 1-0 h-1 g-1 t-1
p q T T T t q-k-i

q T

L ~

1-0 h-1 g-1
T

~ VAR[h-g-i f 111ZTLk-;Ik)Z f ZTLk-; IkIZII~h`g f ~g~ hl~kal

~ ~

VAR[F1-g-~ f I]IZT(.ttk~ t tiZlll.h~g f ~gt.hl~kal

k-0 1-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

VAR[h-g-i f 111Z[t f k,g1Z[t t i,hl t Z[t i- k,h1Z[t f i,911~ka~,

because VAR[.] is a scalar and

trlZT~ttk~ t tiZll~h~g } ~g~h) -

- ~gZT~ttk~ t tiZ~h } ~hZT~ttk~ t tiZ~g

-(~ t fkZ~glT ~ t tiZt.h f(~ t tkZ~h1T ~ t tiZ~g
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-Z[t t k,g]Z[t f i,h] f Z[t f k,h]Z[t t i,g].

z
For the second term, trV-~á lá~~, we get

2

trV-'aa~a9i-
-trV-1

q T T

1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

(VAR[h-i-t-k]VAR[g-j-t-I] -}-VAR[h-i-t-I]VAR[g-j-t-kl)(~n~s t ~s~h]~kai
p p T T T t q-k-1

- 2L L ~ L ~
1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

(VAR[h-i-t-k]VAR[g-j-t-I] f VAR[h-i-t-I]VAR[g-j-t-k])V-'[h,g],~kai,

as trV-~(t.hc9t~gt,h1-V-'[g,h]{-V-~[h,91-2V-~[h,g].
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For the third term we need ~Td~V~ and ~TdaVm. As before we use ~- V-~e and
~- VAR[N M]T~. For the former one we have

~ P T t q-i-kaV-
mTa~ - -r;T a~R~ - 2 ~ ~ ~gtk~gti~k~

1 1
LL

k-0 g-1
for the latter one

~Taa - 2 ~~ L

P p T T T t q-k-I

~ VAR[h-g-ifjl~g~nai.

i-o h-~ s-t

For the fourth term we conclude from the second differential and
~T(t-n~9 f ~sch1~-2~n~g:

2 P P T T Ttq-k-I

~Tea~ - -2 L ~ ~ ~ ~
1-0 k-0 h-1 g-1 t-1

VAR[h-i-t-I] VAR[g-j-t-k11mn0g,~kai.

(VAR[h-i-t-kIVAR[g-j-t-I] t

The last term is the derivative corresponding to
~TdV(V' -V'X(XTV'X)'XTV']dV~

or more precisely
mTdaVIV-~ -V-~XIXTV-tX1-~XTV-~)[N M]V d V-~V [N M]Tm.AR 6 AR AR

For the derivatives we have
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q T T

aa- ~ ~ ~ VARIS-t-I f I]Its~ t } ~t~sla~ ~

1-0 s-1 t-1
q T T

- ~ ~ ~
VARIS-t-I f III~t~s f ~s~tla~

1-0 s-1 t-1

and
aV-t P

aáR~ - L (Lk-;Ik) t Lk-;Ik)l~k~
i

k-0
P T t q-1

-T -T T t
- ~ { ~ t,g~g-ktj-~I~g~g-kfj) ~kl~

k-LO g-Lttk

P Tt q-1-k

- ~ ( ~ 9kl~gtj~gfk}Cgtkt.g~jl.

k-0 g-1

The result is

aV t qmTaVH3 AR~ - ~
aa; aej

T

L

T

~ VARIS-t-i ~- IJImt~ s f~S~ t Iai'H3'

i-o 5-7 t-i
P T t q-1-k

~ ( ~ ~kl~gtj~gtk}Cgtk~gtj)

k-0 g-7

q p T T T tq-j-k
T T - -

VARIS-t-I f IJI~t~s f~s~tIH3l~gtj~gfk } Cgfk~gtjlal~k

1-0 k-0 s-1 t-1 g-1
q p T T T tq-j-k

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ VARIS-t-I f IJAOC~9k,

1-0 k-0 s-1 t-1 g-7

where
T T

A-1mt~s }~s~tll"I3l~gtj~gtk}Cgtk~gtjl-

-~7H3IS ,9tkl~gtj t~tH3IS,9f~J~gtk }msH3lt ,9fkJCgtj f~sH3It,9}JJCgfk~

aV i
Cq P T T T t q-1-k

~Taór;H3 a~j ~- L L L L( L VAR[s-t-i f IJ(mtH3[s,9 f kl~g~j
1-0 k-0 s-1 t-1 g-1

f~tH3IS~9f~J~gfk }msH3lt,9fkl~gt; }msH3lt~9f)IJ~gtk~gtk0[~1pkl. ~
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4.4.4 Pure AR case

For the second derivative of the pure AR case we start from (4.8) as an

expression for V-' in stead of V is now available. From the end of section

2.4 we know that in the pure AR case the determinant of the covariance

matrix is equal to its (pxp) left upper submatrix. Comparing the

differential of both - proposition (3.5) and proposition (3.7) - we

conclude that the submatrix has a much more complicated form. Hence it is

more profitable to use the expression for the covariance matrix and to

replace T by 2p, as the value of the determinant of the covariance matrix

is independent of its dimensions.

Corollary 4.3
Second derivative AR-case.

z i -i z i
ae;aej - trVá,9~ Vaa~i -trVaa~áe~

1 1 TaV-'-T S4 e a~l e TaV-'e a,~~ e

} 1 eT azV-' e 2 eTaV-' {X(XTV-1X)-1XT }aV-'e~
Sz aa;a,9j Sz as; aéi

where

-~ -~ P P Zp-k-~ zP-~-1

trvaV ~av - ~ ~ ~ ~
aa; aej

k-0 1-0 g-1 h-1

{V[g-h-j f k]V[g-h t i-I] f V[g-h f k-I]V[g-h t i-j]}akai

z - - ~ Zp-i-i
trV aeaeR - 2~ V[i-j] - 212p-i-j) V[i-j]

n-i

f

(4.12)

14.1 2.1)

(4.12.2)

p T-i-k p T-j-k
TaV' TeV'e aá e as- 4{ ~ l~ ehtkehti)sk}{ ~ 1~ ehfkent;lak} 14.12.31

i ~
k-0 h-1 k-0 h-1

T-i-i

eT azVe- 2~ e e (4.12.4)
a9ia6j hfj hfi

h-1
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p p T-i-k T-j-h
~TaVHaV~ - C ~ C ~ Ha[s f i,t f hles tkettj f H4[s f i,t f jles t kett,, }a~; a~j L L

k-0 h-0 s-1 t-1

H4[s t k,t f h]es f;et ti f H4[s f k,t f j]es f;etthakah. 14.12.5)

Proof

Starting from lemma 4.1 and using A- B- V, T- 2p and q- 0 we get expression

(4.12.1) and from (4.9.2b) we obtain, as U- VARVARVAR - VAR expression

(4.12.21.

For expression ( 4.12.3) we use ( 4.9.3) and the fact that ~- VARm - e;

expression (4.12.4) follows directly from (4.9.4b1.

Eventually (4.12.5) results from lemma 4.2 with A-X(XTV-'X)-'XT-H4.

Remark
For the determinant part we also can use V, the pxp left upper part of V.

From the differential
p p-í-1 P

dV-' - ~ ( ~ {Lj-;Ij) f L~ -;Ij)}si- ~ {Lj-;(P-i) t Lj-;Ip-il}ejld~;,
i-o j-o

we get the derivatives

-1

j-p-it1

P

aa~l - ~ {Lj-;(j) -~ Lj-;(11},si- ~ {Li-;(P-i) f Lj-;lP-i)}ejl, i - 1,..P

i-o i-p-~ti
and

azV-~ - f Lj-~Ij) t Lj -;(j)

aa;asj -
Li-;IP-il f LT-;IP-il

O~j~p-i-1

p-i i- 1 sjsp.

The first term of the second derivative of the AR modified likelihood

function is rather complicated. The derivation takes several steps. First,

use the derivative of the submatrix.

trVaV-' VaV-' -
- áa; - áai

P-~-~

trV{ ~ {Lk-;(k) f Lk-;Ik)},~k-
P
~ T

{Lk-;IP-i) f Lk-; IP-I)}~k}x

k-0 k-p-it1
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P-1-~ P
T T

V{ ~{Li-i(I) f Li-i(I)},~i- ~ {Li-i(P-1) f Li-i(p-U},~~}
i-o

Multiplication gives:
P-i-1

trVaV-' VaV-' - tr{ ~ás; - á,si
k-0

p-i-1 P

P-

~(VLk-;(k) f VLk-;lkl) (VL,-i(I) f VL, -i(I))ak,9, f
1-0

-~ ~(VLk-;Ik) f VLk-;(k)) (VLi-i(p-j) f VLi-i(P-1))~k~i f
k-01-P-1t1

P P-i-~

-~ ~ IVLk-;(P-il t VLk-;(P-i)1 (VLi-ill) f VLi-i(I)I~k~if
k-P-if 11-0

P P
-F ~ ~ (VLk-;(P-i) f VLk-;(P-i)) (VLi-i(P-1) f VLi-i(P-1))~eks~}.

k-P-ift I-P-it1

As all terms contain similar expressions we compute next

tr{VLk~(kz) f VLk~(k2)}{VL~~(IZ) f VLi~(IZ)} -

tr{VLk~(k2)VL,~(IZ) f VLk~Ik21VLi ~112) f VLk~(kZ)VLi~IIZ) f VLkilkZ)VL, ~(IZ)}
T

- 2tr{VLk~Ik2)VLi~(IZItVLk~IkZIVLiiIIZ)}
Ptk~-k2 Pflt-~2

- 2 ~ ~ tr{Vl,gl.g-k~Vth(.h-~~ f V~g(.9-k~V(~ht,h-I~)T}

g-1 tkZ h-1 tlZ

Pt~1-~2

~ ~h-i~Vt,g~9-k~V~h fóhV~g~9-k1V`'h-it
h-1 tlz

Pt~1-~2

2~ ~ V[h-I~ -g]V[g-k~ -h] f V[h-g] V[g-k, -h f 1~1.

9-1 tk2 h-1 t12

Substitute this result:

-1 -1 P-~-1 P-i-1 P-~ P-1

trVaV Vav - 2 C `
- áa; aai L L {V[h-I tj-g]V[g-k t i-h] t

k-0 1-0 g-1 tk h-1 tl

V[h-g] V[g-k f i-h f I-j]},9k,si f
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P-i-1 P P-i I

-2 ~ ~ ~ ~ {V[h-I tj-g]V[g-k t i-h] t

k-01-P-jt1 9-1tk h-1tP-1

V[h-g] V[g-k t i-h t l-j]}eks; t
P P-1-~ k P-1

-2 ~ {V[h-I tj-g]V[g-k t i-h] t

k-p-it11-0g-1fp-i h-1tl

V[h-g] V[g-kti-htl-j]}skei t
p p k I

t 2 ~ ~ ~ ~{V[h-I tj-g]V[g-k t i-h] t

k-P-itt 1-P-jtt 9-1tP-i h-1tP-1

V[h-g] V[g-kti-htl-j]}ekai

and observe that the expression between braces is equal in all four terms.

Hence
-~ -~ P-i-t P-1-~ P-i

trVaV Vav - 2{ ~ ~ ~- á~; - a~j

P-1 P-i-~ P P-i I

k-0 1-0g-1 tk h-1 tl k-01-p-jft g-1 tk h-1 tp-j

P P-1-~ k P-1 P P k I

- ~ ~ ~ ~ } ~ ~ ~ ~ }
k-p-it11-0g-1tp-i h-1fl k-p-it1 1-P-jt1 g-1tp-i h-1tP-1

{V[h-I tj-g1V[g-k t i-h] t V[h-g] V[g-k t i-h t l-j]}~sksi.

The second term becomes

trV aZV ~-
trV {Lj-;(1) tL~-;(1)} O~j~p-i-1

- a~;a~ej - T
trV {Lj-i(p-i) t Lj-i(p-i)} p-i t lsjsp

or as V is symmetric:

trV
a2V i -

- a~iaej -

p-i
~ T

~h~h-jfi

h-1 tl

- 2(P-i-j1V[1-i] O~j~p-i-1

2trV Lj-;IP-i)- 2trV ~ ~h~n-it;- 211ti-p)V[1-il p-it1~1`-P
n-1 tp-i

- 21p-i-jlV(j-i]. o
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4.4.5 Pure MA-case

67

Next we will treat the second derivative of the pure MA-case. Before we do
so we proof

Lemma 4.3
T T T- I i-1 I

If x E otTx' and h-i - g-j, then ~ ~ xgxn - ~ xk f I;-j I xk.
h-1 g-1 k-1

Proof
T T min1T-i,T-j)

Put I- h-i - g-j, then ~ ~ xgxh - ~ xl tjxl t;.
h-1 g-1 1-max11-i,1-j)

The index I runs from max11-i,1-j) to minlT-i,T-jl, or 1-minli,j) to
T-max(i,j). Substitute k- I f min(i,j), which runs from 1 to

T-maxli,j) f min(i,jl; the upper bound is equal to T-i f j if i~j and T-j f i if
isj, or T- I i-j I. For the indices of x we get I f j- k-min(i,j) f j- k f max(j-i,0)

and I t i- k t maxli-j,0), Or xktj-ixk if i~j and xkxk~~-j if i~j. o

Corollary 4.4
Second derivative MA-case.
Let ~- V-'e E IRTx, and
Hz- (V' -V'X(XTV'X)'XTV') E

Then

za S -trV-'av~-,aV
aaiaaj - aai aaj

}~TaVHza~
S2 aa~ aaj

with
Q 4

~TxT

f trV-' azV 1 1~Ta~ Ta~ ~T a~
aaiaaj -T Sa aai aaj sz aaiaaj

T- I i-k ~ T- ~ i-I I

trv-' avV-,aV - 2
L ~ L Laai aaj

(4.13)

k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

(V-'(m,nf li-kll]V-'[mf li-Il,n]f V-'[mf li-Il,n]V-'[m,nf Ik-il)akai
14.13.1)
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Z T-li-il

trV-' áa á 1- 2~ V-' [k -1- l i-j l l
k-1

q T- I i-k I Q T- I j-k I
TaV TaV

~ aám aá - 4( ~ ~~n t I i-k I~nak) (~ ~~nt I i-k I mnakak)

z

k-0 n-1 k-0 n-1

(4.13.2)

(4.1 3.3)

~Taa~ - 2 L ~k t I i-1 I mk

k-1

(4.13.4)

q q T- I i-k I T- I 1-I I
TaV aV c c

m áaiHzaá -4 ~ ~ L L {~nfli-klHz[n,m~-Il-Ill~m)f~nfli-kIH2
k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

[n,ml~mtli-11 t~nHz[nf li-kl,mf I1-II]~mf~nHz[nt li-kl,ml~mt li-il}akai.

(4.13.5)

Proof
To prove (4.13.1) use ( 4.10.1) where VAR[h-g-i f k] - VAR[s-t-i f I] - I, which
implies n - h-i - g-k and m- s-i -t-I. Hence

q q min1T-i,T-k) min(T-i,T-1)

trV-' aVV-, aV - 2
L L L Laai aai

k-0 1-0 n-maxll-i,l-kl m-ltmaxll-i,1-I)

(V-' [m t I,n f i]V-' [n f k,m f i] f V-' [m f i,n f i]V-' [n f k,m f I]laka,.

Next change the indices n and m:
q q T- I i-k I T- I i-i I

trV-'aVV-,aV-2
L ~ L Laai aai

k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

IV-' [m fmaxll-i,01,n f max(i-k,011V-' [m f maxli-I,OI,n f max(k-i,01] f
V-' [m t maxli-I,OI,n fmaxli-k,0)]V-' [m t maxll-i,Ol,n f max(k-i,011)aka,.

q

-2 ~
q T- I i-k I T- I i-I I

k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

(V-' [m,n)]V-' [m t I i-I I,n f I i-k I] t V-' [m f I i-I I,n]V-' [m,n t I i-k I lakal.
The last line is a consequence of the fact that in all cases the arguments
of V-' are similar, as is shown in the next table.
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i~ k (m,n t i-k), (m f i-I,n) (m f I-i,n f i-k), (m, n i
(m t i-I,n f i-kl, (m,n) Im,n f i-kl, (m t I-i,ni

i G k (m,n), (m t i-I,n f k-i) (m t I-i,n), (m,n t k-i)
(m f i-I,n), (m,n f k-i) (m,nl, (m t I-i,n f k-il

Expressions (4.13.2), (4.13.31, (4.13.4) follow directly from (4.10.2),
(4.10.3), (4.10.4) applying lemma 4.3.

From (4.10.5) we have, putting n - h-i - g-k and m- s-j -t-I:
q min(T-i,T-kl

mTaVHZ~- ~T (` ~ (~nti~nfk}~ntk~nti)ak H28ai 8aj L
k-0 n-max(1-i,1-k)

q min1T-j,T-II
~ ~ T T

(~mtj~mtlf Lmtl~mfj)alm

1-0 m-maxll-j,1-1)
q T-li-k~

- ~T ~ ~ T T
( ~ n t max(i-k,0) ~ n t max(k-i,0) } ~ n tmaxlk-i,0) ~ n tmax(i-k,01)ak

k-0 n-1
q T- ~ j-I I
~` ~` T T
L L (~mtmaxlj-I,Ol~mtmaxll-j,01}~mfmax(I-j,0)~mtmaxlj-I,01)al~

1-0 m-1

q T- ~ i-k ~

- 4~T L ~
k-0 n-1 1-0 m-1

(~ntli-kl~nf~n~nt~i-k~)ak

q q T- I i-k ~ T- I 1-I ~

- 4~T L L L L

H2 (~mtll-Il~m}~ml~mtlj-~I)ai~

k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

(~nfli-kl~n H2~mtI1-~I~m }` ntli-kl~n H2~m~mflj-~I }

~n~ntli-kIH2~mflj-II~m f~n~ntli-kIH2~m~mtll-II)akal~
q q T- ~ i-k I T- I j-I I

L
k-0 1-0 n-1 m-1

{~n t I i-k I H Z[n,m -t- I1-I I]mm) f~nt I i-k I Hz [n,ml~m t I i-1 I}
mnHZ[n t I i-k I,m t I j-I I l~m t~nH2[n f I i-k I,m]~mt I i-i I}akai'

HZ
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter first and second derivatives of the modified likelihood

function are derived. Special cases, namely the pure AR and the pure MA

case, are treated separately in corollaries, as they are much simpler than

the general case. The first derivatives look like linear functions of the

ARMAparameters:e.g. ~-GsfgfortheARparameters.Howevertheelements

of G, for which we give an expression, strongly depend on the parameters

of interest. Consequently, a solution of the first order conditions in the

form of e- G-'g is useless. On the other hand the elements of G and g are

simple to program using the results of the preceding chapters: they are a

function the covariance matrix and some parts of it depending on the spe-

cific case. These remarks hold not only for the simple AR and MA cases,

but also for the ARMA case.

Furthermore we presented in this chapter expressions for the second deri-

vative of the modified likelihood function and the information matrix. All

(five) parts of which the second derivative consists, have a rather simple

structure and can easily be programmed. The information matrix is a sum of

the elements of a matrix which can be constructed from the covariance ma-

trix.



V ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS

5.1 Approximations for quadratic form and determinant

The concentrated likelihood function (1.12) consists of two parts, a
quadratic form and a function of the determinant of the ARMA covariance
matrix. Of course both components are as complicated as the covariance ma-
trix itself. One can wonder whether they can be replaced by more simple
expressions when the number of observations grows larger. In many text-
books a simpler approach is presented. It amounts to disregarding the
starting values r: and v, which reduces problems remarkably. The main
reason for this procedure may have been the fact that no closed form for
the exact covariance matrix was available. We will see that this approach
is nevertheless justified if the number of observations is large.
Before we give some theorems regarding the limits of both components, we
present a lemma about the inverse of a lower band matrix and a lemma for
the limiting behaviour of the quadratic part of the likelihood function.
We will show that the limit of the determinant in the likelihood function
is a bounded function of T and that it is positive. This implies that its
value to the power T-' will tend to one for T~~. This gives a justifica-
tion to drop the determinant part in the likelihood function if T becomes
large.

5.2 Some lemmas

First we show how the lower band matrix M E~TxT, as defined in sectíon
2.2, containing the MA parameters and its inverse can be written in the
form of block Toeplitz matrices. The result will be used in the next lemma
5.2.
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Lemma 5.1
Let the lower band matrix M-BT,T11,a~,..,aq,0,..01, M-6q,q(1,a~,..,aq.~)
and N-6q q 1aq,..,ai). The inverse of M, apart of the last rows and
columns, can be written in block form where the ( i,jlth block,

M-' if i - j
i

M~.i- (-M-'NI'~iM-' if iyj (5.1)

0 if i G j.

The eigenvalues of M-' N are less than 1 in absolute value if ( and only
if) the invertibility condition holds.

Proof

M
N M

Observe that M can be written as - N M . Direct verification gives

the result. For the eigenvalues, see theorem 2.1. o

In view of (2.41, where the correction part of the covariance matrix was

introduced, we will now give a lemma regarding the asymptotic behaviour of

the trace of thís part.

Lemma 5.2
Under the assumption that the zeros of the associated polynomial of the

MA part lie all outside the unit circle trIPM-'N-Q)IPTP-QQT)~'(PM~'N-Q)T

is bounded for increasing T.

Proof
The problem is of course PM~' N-Q E pjTxr, which becomes larger and larger

when T grows. We start by rewriting this expression. As N- f~l we write, in

view of lemma 5.1, M-' N--

-M-' N

(-M-' N)Z
1-M-' N13 , where M-' N E ~tr~`.
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P
Q P

Since P - - Q P ,

PM'' N-Q -

-PI-M-' NI-n
-al-M-' N)-PI-M~' N)Z

-al-M'' N)2-P(-M-' N13

(PM'' N-Q)
(PM-'N-Q)(-M-'N)
(PM"' N-QII-M~' N12

A

AB
ABZ

73

where A- PM-' N-Q E p~rxrand B --M-' N E~rxr are introduced to simplify
notation. Write D- PTP-QQT, Bo - I, n - T~r and we get
tr(PM''N-Q)(PTP-QQTI-' (PM-'N-Q)T -

- tr(ABoD-' (BT)oAT f ABD-' BTAT f ABZD-' (BTIZAT f.. f AB"D-' ( BT)"AT)
n

- ~ tr(BkD'IBTIkATA)

k-0

n

- ~ VeC(ATAITVeCIBkD'IBTIk)
k-0

n

- ~ Ivec1ATA)lT(BkeBklveclD'1
k~0

the

n

-1vec1ATA)IT ~ (BkeBk)veclD-'1.

k-0
Both ATA and D-' are independent of n. The eigenvalues of BkeBk are
(a;a~lk, i,j -1,..r where x; is an eigenvalue of B. Hence I x;a; I c 1 as
I~; I c 1 because of the assumption and theorem 2.1. Therefore the sum is
bounded, which concludes the proof. o

When T becomes sufficiently large the influence of the 'starting' values
of c and v, as detined in section 2.2, will become less and less impor-
tant. A similar proof is given by Zinde-Walsh (Zinde-Walsh, 1988). She
derives the difference between the exact covariance matrix and its in-
finite form as she calls it; the difference is a matrix of low rank. Here
we give an alternative and much shorter proof; we show that the role
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the value of the determinant still depends on N and Q. The determinant of

the AR case is most illustrative: it depends only on the (pXp) matrices P

and Q and is independent of T. On the other hand, we will show that the

value of the determinant is bounded in all cases. Hence its value to the

power 1 ~T will tend to one. That is the reason why the determinant can be

disregarded.

To illustrate what happens if T becomes large it may be more clear if we

write V as in (2.41: ~Nf(N-MP-'Q)IPTP-QQTI~'(N-MP-'QIT, where

W- P-'M(P~'M)T. (5.3)

Here W can be regarded as the truncated form of V, while the remaining

part can be seen as the correction part of the covariance matrix, as

stated in section 2.4. We want to show that asymptotically only W is im-

portant in estimating S and the ARMA parameters. However, as said before,

the determinant of V does not reduce to the determinant of W(which is

one). This will be studied in the section 5.4.

5.3 The truncated form of GLS estimators

In this section we will study the behavior of the generalised least square

estimates for (3 and ~2. The main result is stated in

Theorem 5.1
Let PZV be the ARMA covariance matrix and W as defined in (5.3), t3 the

Aitken estimator based on V and ~ Aitken the estimator based on W.

Then

1. plim (PZ- ~ 2) - 0, where ~2 - ETV-'EIT and ~ 2- ETW-' EIT,

2. If lim (XTW-'X~T)-' exists, then plim ~T((3- S)-0.

Proof
1. From (2.4) and (5.3) we get T.1~z-~Z1-ETV-'E -ETW-'E-

ETP-'IPN-MQ)(PTP-QQT1~'IPN-MQ)TP-TE, which is positive as PTP-QQT is a

positive definite matrix.

Straightforward algebra and using EeeT -o~2V gives:

E(IETW'E -ETV'EII-

- E(ETW'E-ETV'E)

- trE(W'EET-V'EET)
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o~2trlW-' V-IT)

a~2tr(W-'IW f (N-MP-'Q11PTP-QOT)-'(N-MP-'OITI-IT)
a~ZtrlP-' MIP-' MITI-' ( N-MP-' Q)(PTP-OQT)-' (N-MP-' Q)T
a~Ztr( PM-' N-Q) ( PTP-QQTI-~ ( PM-' N-Q) T.

In view of lemma 5.2 this expression divided by T vanishes for T-~ ~. o

2. The second part needs more manipulation. Write the difference between S
and S as a function of the error E.
~- (XTV 1X) 1XV-1

T 1 1 1 T 1 1 1y- IX V X) XV (XS t EI - s f IX V X) XV E
and in the same way
R - átIXTW'X)'XW'E.
Hence we get for their difference S- S- Ze, with

Z- (XTV'X)'XV'-IXTW'X)'XW', (5.4)
Z E p~kxT. Observe that E ZE II Z- tr EZ EETZT - o~2trZVZT. Now plim dT ((~- (~ 1-
plim dTZE - 0, if lim rT E ZE Z- O. We will show, that trZTVZ has an upper

T~oo
limit similar to the expression in lemma 5.2.
First, however, we define some symbols we will use in this section. Intro-
duce

A- N-P-'MQ E 62Tx` (5.5)
D - PTP-QQT E ~rxr

(5.6)
H- ATW-'A t D E~rxr

(5.7)
and

G- ATW-'XIXTW-'XI-'XTW-'A-H E 02`x`. (5.8)

Then V- W t AD-'AT, using (5.5) and ( 5.6). This gives for the inverse of V,
using a well known formula for the inverse of the sum of two matrices and
(5.7),
V-' - (~N f AD-' AT)-'

- W-'-W-'AIATW-'AfD)-,ATW-,
or

V-' - W-'-W-'AH-'ATW-'. (5.9)

Next express (XTV-'X)-' in W and A:
(XTV'XI' - (XTW'X-XTW'AH'ATW'X)-'

- (XTW'X)'-(XTW'XI'XTW'AIATW'X
(XTW'X)'XTW'A-H1'ATW'X(XTW-'X)-'

or using (5.8),
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(XTV'XI' - (XTW'XI'-IXTW'Xl'XTW'AG'ATW'X(XTW'XI'. (5.10)

Note that G is negative:
G- ATW-'X(XTW-'X)-'XTW-'A-H

- ATW-'XIXTW-'XI-'XTW-'A-ATW-'A-D
- Ar(W'X(XTW'Xl'XTW'A-W')A-D
- -Arl`N-' -`N-' XIXTW-' XI-' XTW-' IA-D.

Furthermore we need the expression W-'VW-' rewritten in A and W:
W-'VW-' - W-'IW fAD-iArIW-~

or
W-'VW-' - W-' f W-'AD-'ATW-'. (5.11)

Finally use (5.4) to express ZVZT in X and W:
ZVZr- ((XTV-'X)-'XV-'-(XTW-'XI-~XW-'1V((XTV-'Xl-'XV-'-(XrW-'XI-'XW-'Ir

- (XTV-'XI-'XV-'VV-'XrIXTV-'X)-'-(XTV-'XI-~XV-'VW-~XrIXTW-'X)-'-

(XTW'XI'XW'VV'XrIXrV'XI' -~ (XTW-1X1-1XW-1vW-1XT(XTW-7X1-1

- -IXTV'XI'tIXTW'Xl'XW'VW'Xr(XTW'XI'.

Use (5.10) and ( 5.11) to replace (XTV-'X)-' and W-'VW-':

ZVZr- -(XTW'XI'f(XTW'XI'XTW'AG'ATW'XIXTW'X1't
(XTW-'XI-'XIW-' {-`N-'AD-'ATW-'IXrIXrW-'Xl-~

- -IXTW'Xl'tIXTW'XI'XTW'AG'ATW'XIXTW'XI't

(XTW'XI' t (XTW'Xl'XW'AD'ATW'Xr(XTW-'XI-'

- (XTW-'X1-'XTW-'A(G-'tD-'IATW-'XIXTW-iXI-i

c (XTW-'XI-'XTW-'AD-'ATW-'XIXr~N-'XI-',

because G is definite negative.

Since we assume that the limit of the inverse of XTW-'X~T-

Xr(P-'MIP-'M)r)-'XIT- (M-'PX~JT)r(M-'PX~JT) exists, lim (M-'PXIJT) has to
r~

-i

exist. Write U- XTW-'X (M-'PXIr . From the definition of W(5.3) and of
T JT

A(5.51wehaveXTW-'A- (M-'PXIr M-'P(N-P-'MQ1-1M-'PX)rPM-'N-Q Hence
T T JT JT
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-~ -~

lim JT trZVZTG JT tr lim XTW-'X XTW-'A p-~ ATW-'X XTW-'X
T-~ r~ T T - T T

C dT tr lim U{(PM-'N-QIIdT}D-'{(PM-'N-Q)TIJT} UT
T-)oo

G tr lim U lim(PM-'N-Q)(PTP-QQT)-'(PM-'N-Q)T lim UT
T-~ T~oo ~

- 0, in view of lemma 5.2. o

5.4 The limit of the determinant

T~ao
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From the definition of W, equation ( 5.31, we conclude I W I- 1 as W consists
of lower band matrices with ones on the main diagonal. But, while
(eTV-'e -eTW-'e1IT tends to zero for T~~, the determinant of V will not

tend to that of W. In theorem 5.2. we state the result for the asymptotic
form of I V I.

Theorem 5.2
Let
V~ - I~ f (PTP-QQTI-' (PN-MQ1T(MTM-NNTI-'1PN-MQI. (5.12)
If the invertibility condition for the MA part holds, lim I V I- I V~ I.

r~

Proof
As M and P are lower band matrices we have I M I- I P I-1. The determinant of
the TXT matrix V is given in (2.81: I I, t D-' (PN-MQITM-TM~(PN-MQ) I, where

M~ E GiTx` consists of the first r columns of M-'. Hence, in view of
(5.1)and writing n - Tlr:

M-'
(-M-'N) M-' ~T ~ n 1 T 1 T i 1 1 i-1 1

M. - ~ Z , and M M - ~ (M- 1 ((M- N) ) - (M- N) (M- ).
(-M- N) M'

i-i

Let this sum be S. Then
n

f~1TSM - ~ ((M-' NIT1~-' (M-' N)~-'
i~1
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n

- I,f ~ NTIM-'ITIIM-iN)T)~-zIM-iN)~-zM-iN

~-z
n

- I,tNT{ ~ (M-'ITIIM-'N)T)'-'IM-'N1~-'M-'}N
~-i

- I, f NTSN.
This matrix equation, with S as unknown, has
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a solution if M~M-N~N is not
singular. Its determinant is I M~M-N~N t- I I~z-N~NIM~MI-' I I MeM I-
I I~z-NM-'~NM-' I. As the eigenvalues of NM-' are smaller than 1 in absolute
value, the determinant can not be zero. Its solution S is equal to
(MTM-NNTI-' or (MMT-NTNI-', which is positive definite if the invertibi-
lity condition 1.4 is met (see section 2.4). These expressions are equiva-
IentasMTM t NTN - MMT f NNT:anequalitywhichisshowneasilybycomparing

r
the products of the commuting matrices I Ó NI and I N M~ . Then

S- (MMT-NTNI-' ~ MTSM- (1,-M-'NTNIM-'L1T1-',J L
S- (MTM-NNTI-' ~ NTSN- (N-'MTMIN-')T-I,1-' - (( NI-'NTNIM-'1T1-'-I,)-', where
the (commuting) matrices M-' and NT are interchanged. Direct verification
concludes the proof. o

For the pure AR-case we have M- I and N - 0. The determinant becomes
IIPf(PTP-QQT)'QQTI - IIPTP-QQTI'[PTP-QQTfQTQII - IIPTP-QQTI'PPTI -
I(PTP-QQT)-' I. For the pure MA-case we get a similar result:
I Iq f NTIMTM-NNT)-' N I- I MT(MTM-NNTI-' NI I- I(NITM-NNTI-' I.

From theorem 5.2 we conclude that the determinant of the ARMA covariance
matrix tends to a value that is independent of T. It only depends on the

ARMA parameters. Hence we conclude lim I V I~~ - lim I V- I'~T - 1.
T-~oo T-)m

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we showed that is justified to disregard the starting
values in the ARMA error structure. If the number of observations is large
enough a more simple method can be used to estimate the ARMA parameters.
This leads to the so called Conditiona! Least Squares method (CLS) which
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is widely used, as no closed form expression for the ARMA covariance ma-

trix was available. The theorems given in this chapter can be regarded as
a theoretical base for the CLS approach, which will be the subject of the
next chapter.
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6.1 ClS and MD estimation

When the number of observation of observations is large enough the part of

the likelihood function which consists of the determinant to the power T-'
tends to 1, as we concluded in the previous chapter. At the same time the

correction matrix, as proven in section 5.2, has a diminishing influence

on the value of the likelihood function. Hence a simplification of the li-

kelihood function is obvious. We can choose from several ways to do so.

For the quadratic part we can take either the exact form of the covariance

matrix or its truncated form, the one without the correction matrix. For
the determinant part we have three alternatives: its exact form, its li-

miting form or to neglect it completely. Of these six possibilities the
exact form is treated in chapter 4. Of the remaining five alternatives two

have an exact expression for one and a non-exact expression for the other

component. It would not be a consistent way of thought to choose for one

of these. The last three alternatives are the so called truncated form

(with truncated expressions for both determinant and quadratic forml, the

Minimum Distance IMD) form (with the exact covariance matrix, but without

determinant part) and the Conditional Least Squares (CLS) form (with the

covariance matrix in truncated form, without determinantl.

There are good reasons not to choose for the truncated form. The first
reason to neglect it is the small influence the determinant part has on

the likelihood function. If the dimensions of the covariance matrix are

large enough, the determinant of the covariance matrix approaches to the
determinant of the truncated form, which depends only on ARMA parameters

and not on the number of rows and columns. As the number of parameters is
fixed, its value to the power T' will (rapidly) tend to 1. A second rea-

son is the complexity of the asymptotic form. In the next section we will
give expressions for the first and second differential of this matrix. The

computationat burden is not justified by the gain in precision.
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Thus we can choose between the MD and the CLS method. The most obvious
reason to employ CLS is its widely spread use, see e.g. Harvey (1981, p.
12-151, who regards CLS estimators as adequate approximations to the exact
ML estimators (p. 126), however without a formal justification. Hence we
neglect the determinant and use o~ZMP-'IMP-'IT as covariance matrix. In the
literature this approach is also known as 'pseudo-asymptotic' (Judge,

1984, p.308). In section 2.2 we have rewritten (1.2) as ~Q P~ fÉl -
LE J

[N M~ fvl . Putting é and v equal to zero gives Pe - Mv, or e- P-' Mv. The cor-
LvJ

responding covariance matrix EeeT is ~ZP-'MIP-'M)T under the condition
that é-v-0: hence the name conditional least squares.
Therefore we conclude from (1.12) that we have to minimise

S~-eTW-'e, (6.1)
where W is as defined in (5.3). We will call S~ the Conditional Least
Squares function, or shortly the CLS function.

6.2 Determinant of the asymptotic form and its differentials

Now we will have a closer look at the asymptotic form of the determinant,
as given in (5.12). We simplify the notation by writing D - PTP-QQT, ~- PN-MQ
and E - MTM-NNT, which gives I V- I- I I, f D-'~TE-' ~ I- I D-' I I D t~TE-' ~ I-

E ~
I D-' I I E-' I I~ I, where ~-~T D. The matrices D and E are symmetric, ~ and

~ are not.

For the pure AR case M - I, N- 0, ~--Q and I~ I- det f I T Ol - I D f OTQ I-
L Q DJ

I PPT I-1, with d~ - 0 and V~- D-' . For the pure MA case D- I,, ~- N,

~-det NT N- I E t NTN I- I MTM I-1 and I V- I reducesto E-'. Because D and

E are solutions to the covariance equation, the elements (i,i t k) of both
D~' and E-' are independent of i, or, the diagonals of the matrices have

the same elements.
Then dlog I V- I- d{-log I D I-log I E I t log I~ I}--trD-' dD-trE-' dE t tr~' d~.
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For the inverse of ~ we will use

~, - ~a ~,b - IE f ~D-'~TI-' (D~' E f ~T)-,

-~b ~~ -IE~ TD t ~l-' (D f ~TE-'~)-' ~

where ~a and ~~ are symmetric.
Hence,

T

dlog I V- I--trE-'dE-trD-'dD t tr ~a ~b dE -d~
-~b ~~ d~T dD

--trE-'dE-trD-'dD f tr{~adE f~vbd~T f~bd~ f~~dD}
--trE-'dE-trD-'dDftr~adE f2tr~bd~ ftr~~dD.

The corresponding trace expression for a and ,v are
dalog I V- I--trE-~dE f tr1E f~D-'~TI-'dE t 2tr1E~-TD f~)-'da~ and
d,~log I V- I--trD-'dD t tr(D f~TE~'~1-'dD f 2tr(E~ TD t~)-'d.~~
which shows how complicated the differentials of the asymptotic form are.
Even worse as can be expected is the second differential:
dZIogIV-I -trD-~dDD-'dD-trD~'d2DftrE-~dEE-'dE-trE-'d2E-tr~'d~~'d~ftr~Y'dz
~, where of course several terms exclude each other. More specifically it
becomes for the r~n-parameters

dálog I V~ ~--tr~'da~Y~'da~Y f tr~Y-'d2~a f trE-~dEE-'dE-trE-'d2E (6.2)
and for the AR-parameters

d~log I V- I--tr~'d.~~~'d~~ f tr~-~d~~Y ftrD-'dDD-'dD-trD-'dZD. (6.3)
The differentials dE and dD are used without subscript as they only depend
on a or ,s. In the mixed case we get

dad~qlog I V- I--tr~Y'da~~Y'd~~Y f tr~"'dad~q~Y.
Of course the term tr~'d~~"'d~ is most complicated, as there is no simple

expression for the differential of d~- dE -d~
d~T dD

The little gain in Itheoretical) precision in employing these truncated
forms is not in accordance with the very complicated formulas that result
from this approach. This is the main reason not to adopt it although its
theoretical foundations. We will now concentrate upon the CLS method.
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6.3 First derivatives of the CLS function
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The differential of (6.1), the function to be minimised, is dS-eTd(W-')e,
withW-' - (P-'M(P-'M)T)-' - PT(MMT)-'P-M-TPTPM-',asPandMcommute.The
differential becomes for the MA part eTdW-'e --fTd(MMTIf with f-(MMT)-' Pe

and for the AR part eTdW-'e - gTd(PTP)g with g- M-'e, as W-' -(MT)-' PTPM-'.

Theorem 6.1

aS- aS~ aS- aS~~ TLet áa - áe,'á~2'"'ár

T

aS~ aS- aS- aS-
8a - áa~'8a2'"'8aq

AR part

be the vector of AR derivatives and

the vector of MA derivatives of the CLS function.

Let g - M-' e, then aa~ - H~ f h, where element ( i,j) of H is

r

hi,j - 2 ~ 9n-i9h-j~
h -1 f maxli,j)

and hi - hi ~.

MA part

Let f- ( MMT1-' Pe, then aa - Aa f a, where element (i,j) of A is

T-max~i,j)

ai,j- ~ fntifnti
h-1

and ai - a;,o.

(6.4)

(6.5)

Proof
AR part

The differential of (6.11, the function to be minimised, is dS' -eTd(W-'le,

where W-' -(P-' MIP-' M)T1-' - PT(MMT)-' P- M-TPTPM-', as P and M commute. For

the AR part eTdW-'e-gTdIPTP)g.

From proposition 3.9 we get the derivative
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T ~ p
gTaáPg - gT ~ (Lj-;IO,j) f Lj-;IO,jl) f ~(Li-i10,i) t LT-i10,i11~i}9

i-o i-it~
i p

2{ ~ gTLj-;10,1)9 f ~ gTL;-j(O,i)g)}ej

i-o i-it~
T p T

2{ ~ ~ 9n-i9n-i f ~ ~ 9n-j9n-i}sj~
j-0 h-1ti j-it1 h-1tj
p T

- 2 ~ ~ 9h-i9h-j~j~

j-0 h-1 tmax(i,j)
T-i T-i T

gTLj-;(0,119- ~ 9T~n~n-iti9- ~ 9n9n-jti- ~ 9n-i9n-i
h-1 h-1 h-1ti

as

T

9TLi-1(Orl) - ~ 9h-j9h-i.

h-1 tj

and similarly

MA part
As dS~ - eTd(~N-' le - eTdIPT(MMTI-'P)e - -eTPT(MMT)-' dIMMT) ( MMT)-' Pe -
fTdIMMTIf, we get, using proposition 3.11:

i q
T

fTaaM f-fT{ ~ Li-;Ij,O) f Lj-;(j,0)ajt ~ L;-j1i,0) f LT-ili,0)ai}f

i-o i-iti
i q

- 2~ fTLj-;(j,0lfaj t 2 ~ fTL;-ili,0)fai

i-o i-iti
T-maxli,jl

- 2 ~ fntjfntiaj~
nLi

Ttj-i Ttj-i T-i

as fTLj-;Ij,Olf- ~ fT~~nn-jtif- ~ fnfn-jti- ~ fntjfnt; and in the same
h~1 tj h-1 tj h-1

T-j

way fTL;-ili,0)f- ~ fntjfnt;. o
n-i
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Corollary 6.1 Pure AR-case

aS~ - He f h, where element (i,j) of H is~
T

hi,i - 2 E eh-ieh-i~
hg 1 t maxli,jl

and h; - h; o.

Proof
Obvious as M- IT and thus g- e. o
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16.61

Remark. These are of course the well known Yule-Walker conditions.

Corollary 6.2 Pure MA-case

Let f~ -(MMTI-'e, then aa.- Aa f a, where element (i,j) of A is

T-max~i-j)

ai.i- ~ fntifhti
h~1

and a; - a;,o.

Proof
Obvious from (6.5). o

6.4 Second differential

(6.7)

From the first differential dS~ - eTd(W-')e, we get the general form of the
second differential:

dZS~- eTdZW-'e -2eTdW-'X(XTW-'X)-'XTdW-'e, (6.8)
or equivalently, with differentials for W instead of W-':

d2S~- -eTVV-~dZWW-'e t 2 eTW-'dW(W-' -W-'X(XTW-'Xi-'XTW-')dWW-'e
16.91

For the three specific cases we give the differentials in the next theo-
rem:
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Theorem 6.2
Second differential of AR parameters
Let g-M-'e, then
d~S~ - f 2 gTdPTdPg -2 gTd(PTPIM"'XIXTW"'X)-'XTM"Td(PTP)g. (6.10)

Second differentia! of MA parameters
Let f - M-TPg, then

dáS~ -
- 2fdM dMTf f2 fTd(MMT)P"T(`N"' -W"'XIXTW"'Xl"'XTW"'1P-'d(MMTIf.

16.111

Second differential of mixed part
Let h- M-' PM-'e- M"' Pg, then

d2S~ -
-2gTdPTdMh-2fTdMdPg f 2gTdIPTP1M"'XIXTW-'XI-'XTPT(MMTI"'dIMMT1f.

16.121

Proof
AR part

From (5.3) and g-M-'e we get eTd.~W"'e- eTM"Td(PTPIM"'e- gTd,~IPTPIg-
gTd~PTPg f gTPTd,~Pg - 2gTPTdPg. As the elements of P are a linear function of
~s, we get d~W"' -2gTdPTdPg. For dW-'e, part of the last term, we use

M"Td~IPTP)g. Substitution into (6.9) gives (6.12). o

MA part
In this case we will use (6.9) as we have now expressions for the diffe-
rential of W instead of W"'. As dáM-O, we conclude dá(MMT1-

daldaMMT t MdaMT) - 2daMdaMT and thus dW - P-'da(MMT)P-T and dáW -
2P"'daMdaMTP-T. Hence eTW-'daWW-'e-

eTPTM-TM-'P.P"'da1MMT)P"T.PTM-TM"'Pe- fTd(MMT)f . For the second
differential we get eTW"'d2WW-'e- 2eTPTM-TM-'P.P~'daMdaMTP-T.PTM~TM"'Pe-
2fTdaMdaMf. In the last term of the second differential we write dWW-'e as
P-'dIMMT)P"TPTM"TM-'Pe-P"'dIMMTIf. o

Mixed part

Starting from (6.8) we need daW"'e, d~yW-'e and the second differential
eTdZW"'e. For the first two we have
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daW-'e -da(PT(MMT)-'P)e

--PTIMMTI"'dINIMTI(MMTI-'Pe
--PTIMMT)-'d(MMT)f

and
d~W-'e -d~IM-TPTPM-')e

- M-Td(PTPIM-'e
- M-TdIPTP)g .
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The second differential can be expressed in several ways depending on the
choices regarding transposes and the sequences of symbols. One possibility

is the following using symbols already used:
eTdZW-' e - eTd~da(PTM"TM"' P)e

--eTd~(PTM-TdMTM"TM"' P f PTM"TM"' dMM"' P1e

- -2eTd,y(PTM"TM"' dMM-' P)e
--2eTIdPTM-TM-'dMM-'Pf PTM-TM-'dMM-'dPle
--2eTM"TdPT dMM"'PM"'e - 2eTPTM"TM"'dM dPM-'e

- -2gTdPTdMh-2fTdMdPg

where h-M"'PM"'e-M"'Pg. o

6.5 Second derivatives

From these differentials we derive the second derivatives of the CLS func-
tion.

Theorem 6.3
Second derivatives of AR parameters
Let g-M-'e, Hi-M"'X(XTW-'X)-'XMT and W as defined in (5.31. Then

a2S- TaPT aP Ta(PTP) 1 T 1 1 Ta(PTP)
a~;asj - 2g á~i áajg - 2g a,yi M" X(X W" X)" XM a~~ g, (6.13)

with

T
T

16.13.1)TaP aP `
g áfli áe3j9 - 2 L 9n-i9h"j

h - 1 tmaxli,j)

and
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29TalasPlHtala~P19-

i j T-í-k T-j-I i p T-i-k T-I-j

{~ E E ~}~ ~ E E
k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1-I k-0 1-jt1 s-7-k t-1-j

p j T-k-i T-j-I p p T-k-i T-I-j

~ ~ ~ ~ } ~ ~ ~ ~}
k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1-I k-it1 1-jt1 s-1-i t-1-j

(9sti9ttjHi[s ~-k,t-1.q f9sti9ttíH7[s f k,tfj] f

9stk9ttjHt [s f i,t t I] f gStk9ttiHt [s f i,t fJ])eksí. 16.13.2)

Second derivatives of MA parameters
Let f-1MMT)-7Pe and H2-P-T(W-t -W-7X(XTW-7X)-7XTW-t)P-t. Then

a2S' --2 fraM aMTf f 2fTa(MMT)H a(MMTIf
aaiaaj aai aaj aai Z aaj

with

T

f

T-maxji,j)

raM aM ~
f ea; eaj f- fntifhtj

h-1

and
i j T-i T-j i q T-i T-I

fra1MMT1HZa(MMTIf -{ L L L L} L L L L}aai aaj
k-0 1-0 s-1 t-7 k-0 1-jt1 s-1 t-1

q j T-k T-j q q T-k T-I

E ~E~~-~ E ~~}
k-it1 1-0 s-1 t-1 k-itt 1-jt1 s-1 t-1

(fstkfttiHZ[s f i,t f j] t fstkft7jH2[s f i,t f I] f

fstifttíHZ(s ~- k,t f j] f fst;fttjHz[s f k,t f I]lakai.

Mixed derivatives

Let h-M-7PM-te and H3-M-7XIXTW-7X1-7XTPT(MMTI-t

aZS~ - 2 TaPTaM h 2 fTaM aP } 2 Ta(PTP)H a(MMTIf
aaiaej - 9 aaj aaí aa;asj 9 9 ae; 3 aaj

q P T-i-1
TBPT aM C C c

g Óáj áaih- L L L 9ktihktj
i-0 j-0 k-1-minli,j)

(6.14)

(6.14.1)

(6.14.2)

(6.15)

(6.15.1)
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q P
fTaM aP ~ C

aa; aej9 - L
i-o j-o

ra1PTP)H a(MMT)f
g a8; 3 aaj

i j T-i-k T-j

T-i

~ fktigk-1

k-jt1

q T-i-k T-I

~ ~ ~ f
k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1 k-0 1-jt1 s-1-k t-1

p j T-k-i T-j p q T-k-i T-I

E E E E~- E E E E}
k~it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1 k-it1 1-jf1 s-1-i t-1

(9:tkftfiH3[s t i,t f j l f gsfkfttjH3[s t I,t f I] f

9atifttiH3[s f k,t - Fjl t 9stiftfjH3[s f k,t f Il)~kai.
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(6.15.2)

(6.15.3)

Proof
Second derivatives of AR parameters
From the differential (6.8) the derivatives follow immediately.

For the expression for graPTaPg we refer to the proof of (6.41: it is thea,~;asj

first derivative once more differentiated.

The second part, (6.13.2), is found by using proposition 3.9:
T ~ P

a1P P)g -{~(Lk-;IO,k) f Lk-;IOrkl) f~(Li-k10,1) f LT-kIO,III~k}g
k-0 k-ít1

i p

-{~(Lk-;IO,k) f L;-kli-k,i)Ig f~(L;-k10,i) f Lk-;(k-i,k)Ig}ak
k-0

i T-i

T
-{ ~ ( ~ ~h~hktif

k~0 h~1
i T-i

-{ ~ ( ~ gh~h-ktif

km0 h-1
i T-i-k

k-it1
T-k p T-k T-i

~ ~h~h-itk)g} ~ ( ~ ~h~h-itk} ~ ~h~h-ktigJ~k

hatti-k k-it1 h-1 h-1tk-i
T-k p T-k T-i

gh~h-itkf ~ ( ~ gh~h-itk} ~ gh~h-kfi)}~k

k-it1

P

h-1
T-k-i

h-1 tk-i

-{ ~ ~ (ghtk~htifghti~htk) } ~ ~ (ghti~htk}ghtk~hti)}~k~

k~0 hzt-k k-it1 h-1-i

For the quadratic form we get
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Ta(PTP)H a(PTP)
g a,~i , a~j 9 -

CONDITIONAL LEAST SOUARES

i T-i-k p T-k-i

-l ~ ~ (gstk~sti}gsti~stk) } ~ ~ (9gti~stk}9stk~sti)}~k

k-0 s-t-k k-it1 s-1-í

1 T-1-i P T-i-1

~ ~ (9tti~tt;}gttj~tt~) } ~ ~ (gttj~tti}9tti~tt;l}~i
i-o t-i-i i-jti t-i-i

i j T-i-k T-j-I

-{ ~ ~ ~ ~ (gstk~sti}9sti~stk)H1(9tti~ttj}9ttj~tti)}

k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1-I

i p T-i-k T-I-j

~ ~ ~ ~ (gstktsti}9sti~stk)H1(gttj~tti}9tti~ttj) }

k-0 1-jt1 s-1-k t-1-j
p j T-k-i T-j-I

~ ~ ~ ~ (gsti~stk}gstk~sti)H1(9tti~ttj}9ttj~tti) f

k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1-I
p p T-k-i T-I-j

~ ~ ~ ~ (gsti~stkfgstk~sti)H1(9ttj~ttit9tti~ttj)}~k~i

k-it1 1-jt1 s-1-i t-1-j

i j T-i-k T-j-I í p T-i-k T-I-j

-{~ ~ ~ ~~-~ ~ ~ ~}
k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1-I k-0 1-jt1 s-1-k t-1-j

p j T-k-i T-j-I p p T-k-i T-I-j

~ ~ ~ ~} ~ ~ ~ E}
k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1-I k-it1 1-jt1 s-1-i t-1-j

(9stigttjH~[s f k,t t 11 f 9stigttiH~[s f k,t f j] f

9stkgttjH~[s f i,tf I] f g5tkgttiHi[s f i,t ff])ek~si. O

Remark. Although this derivation follows the same lines as we used to do

before, computationally it is more profitable to compute a(á~P)g first:
~

T i P

aláP)g -{~(Lk-;IO,k) f Lk-;IO~k)l~k f ~(Li-k(0,1) f LT-k1O,l))sk}9
k-0 k-it1

i p

- ~ ~ li,kl~k f ~ ~ Ik,ilek
k-0 k-itt
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with

~ (i,k1- Lk-;IO,k)g f Lk-i(O,k19
T-i

T T T
- ~ (~h~h-kti9 } ( ~h~h-kti) 9)

h-1
T-i

- ~ (~h9h-ktíf~h-kti9h)

h-1

-(9i-kt1...gT-k 0...0)T -f(0...0
E- i ~ Fi-k-~

9i ...9T-i 0...0)T.
E i ~
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Second derivatives of the MA parameters

The proof follows the same lines as in the case of the AR parameters. How-

ever, there is one difference, as the transposed part comes first in the

AR case. Hence the result is slightly different. Expression (6.14.1) is

simply found by differentiating fTaMMTf once more, see (6.51.
aaiaaj

For (6.14.2) we first compute
T i q

a(MM )f-{~ Lk-;(k,0) } Lk-;(k,0)ak } C L;-k1i,0) f LT-k1i,0)ak}f
aai L

k-0 k-it1

- { ~ L;-kli,k-i) f Lk-;(k,0) f
k-0

q

L
k-it1

L;-k(i,0) f Lk-i(k,k-i)}fak

i T T t k-i q Tf i-k T

-{ ~ ~ ~h~h-itk} ~ ~h~hti-kf ~ ~ ~h~h-itkt ~ ~h~hti-k}fak

k-0 h-1 ti h-1 tk k-if1 h-1 fi h-1 tk

i T-i q T-k

-{ ~ ~ (~htifhtk}~htkfhtí)} ~ ~ (~htifnfk}~ntkfnti)}ak.

k-0 h-1 k-it1 h-1

Then (6.14.2) becomes

fT aaMMT)HZa áM1MT) f-

i T-i q T-k

-{ ~ ~ fstk~sti}fsti~efk)f ~ ~ (fstk~stiffsti~efkl} H

k-0 s-1 k-it1 s-1
j T-j q T-I

{~ ~(~tt;ftti } ~ttiftt;) f L L(~ttjftti f ~ttifttj)}akai

i-o c-t i-jtt c-1
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i j T-i T-j i q T-i T-I q j T-k T-j

-{~E~~}~ ~ EE}E EEE}
k-0 1-0 s-1 t-1 k-0 1-jf1 s-1 t-1 k-if1 1-0 s-1 t-1

q q T-k T-I

~ L ~ ~ }IfStkfttiH[sti,ttjlffs}kfttiH[sfi,tfllf
k-it1 1-jt1 s-1 t-1

f5~ift~iH[sfk,t-Fj]-FfStifttiH[sfk,t~-I])akai. o

T

Remark. As in the AR case, we also can form aMM f separately:
~

T ~ q
a áM f-{~(Lk-;Ik,0) f Lk-;lk,Ollak t~(Li-k(i,0) f LT-k1i,Ollak}f

k-0 k-it1
i q

-~(Lk-;Ik,Olf t Lk-i(k,0)flak f~(Li-k(i,01f f LT-k(i,Olflak
k-0 k-it1

i q

- ~ { (i,klak ~ ~ ~ (k,Í)ak

k-0 k-it1
with
~ (i,k) - Lk-;(k,Olf f Lk-i(k,01f

T-í~k

- ~ ~h~h-ktift(~h~h-kfilTf

h-1tk

T-itk

- ~ ~hfh-kti}~h-kfifn

h-1tk

-10...0 fifl...fT O...O1Tt1 O...O f1tk...fT-itklT.
F k-1 Fi-k~ F i ~

Eventually we treat the mixed derivatives of the CLS function.

Mixed derívatives
Equation 16.15.1) follows from

T p q

9T aai aaai h-9T L L; (lll ~ Lililh
j-o i-o

q P

- ~ ~ 9TL-iIOIILililh
i-o j-o
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q P
- ~ E gTL;-jlmax(O,i-j),i)ha;sj

i~o j-o
q P T-j

- ~ ~ ~ 9T~k~k-itjh

i~0 j-0 ksltmaxi0,i-j)

q P T-1

- ~ ~ ~ 9khk-itj

i~0 ja0 k-1 tmaxl0,i-jl

q P T-i-1

- L L L 9kt~hkt~.
i-0 j-0 k-1-mi~li,jl

For (6.15.2) we get
q P

fTaeáe~ g-fT ~ L;li) ~ Lj1119
i-o j-o

q P

-fT( L ~ L;tjli}1)9
i3o j-o

q p T

- ~ ~ ~ tT~k~k-~-ig

i~0 ja0 k~itjtt

q P T-i

- ~ ~ ~ fkti9k-j.

is0 j~0 kajtl

The last expression (6.15.3) becomes

Ta(PTPIH a1MMT) f -
g ae; 3 aaj

i T-i-k p T-k-i

-l ~ ~ (9stk~sti}9sti~stk) f ~ ~ (9sti~stk}9stk~sti)IT~k

k~0 s~1-k k-it1 s-1-i
j T-j q T-I

{~ ~(~ttjftti f ~ttiftfj) } L L(~ttjftti t ~ttifttj)}ai
i-o c~~ i-jt~ c-i
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T-i-k p T-k-i
- J (' ~` T T ~

l L L (9stk~sfi}9sfi~sfk) t
~ T T

(9sfi~sfkf9stk~sti)} H

k-0 s-1-k k-it1 s-1-i
j T-j q T-I

{ ~ ~ (~tt;ftti f ~ttifttj) } ~ L (~ttjftti } ~ttifttj)}~kai

1-0 t-1 1-jt1 t-1

i j T-i-k Ty

T T
-{ ~ ~ (9stk~sti}9sti~stk) H (~tfjftf~f~tf~ftf;l}

k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1
i q T-i-k T-I

T T
~ ~ ~ (9stk~sti}9sfi~stk) H (~tfjftti}~ttifttj)}

k-0 1-jf1 s-1-k t-1
p j T-k-i T-j

T T~ ~ ~ ~ (9sti~stk}9stk~sti ) H (~tt;ftti}~tf,fttj)}
k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1

p q T-k-i T-I

~ ~ ~ ~ (9sti~stk}9stk~sti) H (~ttjftf~}~ttifttj)}~kai

k-if1 1-jt1 5-1-i t-1

i j T-i-k T-j i q T-i-k T-I

{E ~ ~ ~}~ ~ ~ ~}
k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1 k-0 1-jt1 s-1-k t-1
p j T-k-i T-j p q T-k-i T-I

~ ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ ~ ~}
k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1 k-if1 1-jt1 s-1-i t-1

19stkfttiH[s fi,tfj] tgstkfttjH[sti,tf I] f

gSfifttiH[sfk,tfj]tgS~;fttjH[stk,ttl])~skai. o

As before we also can form the vectors

a1MMTlf - ~ ~ (i,klak f ~ ~ (k,i)ak, withaai
k-0 k-it1

~(i,k)-(0...0 fit~...fT O...OITi-1 0...0 fjt,...fTtj-;1T.
F k~ Fi-k~ E- i~

and
1 P

a1PTP1- ~ g (j,k),9 t ~~j k 91k,ll~k, with
k-0 k-jf 1

91~,k1-19 i-kf 1...gT-k 0...0)T f(0...0 g~...gT-; 0...01T.
E i~ Fi-k-~ F i~
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Corollary 6.3
Second derivatives of AR case
Let H4-X(XTPTPX)-'X. Then

a2S- TaPT aP Ta(PTP) a1PTP)
a~aia~aj - 2e ási á~aje - 2e a~i H4 asj e'

with
T

eh-ieh-j
eTaPT aPe - 2 ~ae; a~j

and

2era(asPlH~a(a ~P)e-{ ~ L L L}~ L L ~}
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(6.16)

(6.16.1)

k-0 1-0 s-1-k t-1-I k-0 1-jf1 s-1-k t-1-j
p j T-k-i T-j-I p p T-k-i T-I-j

~ E ~ E} ~ E ~ ~}
k-it1 1-0 s-1-i t-1-I k-it1 1-jt1 s-1-i t-1-j

eSt;ettjH, [s f k,t f I] f eSt;ett;Ht [s f k,t tj] t

estkettjHi [s t i,t f I] f esfkettiH~ [s f i,t tj]I~k~s,. ( 6.16.2)

Proof
Follows directly from ( 6.13.1) and (6.13.2) as g - e and H4 - X(XTPTPX)-' X as
W-' - (P-' P-T)-' - PTP.o

Corollary 6.4
Second derívatives of MA case
Let h-1MMT)-'e and H5-(M-TM-' -M-TM-'X(XTM-TM-'XI-'XTM-TM-'1. Then

aaiaa.--2 hTáM aaTh f2hTaáMMTIHSaáMMT)h (6.17)
1 ~ 1 ~ 1

T

h - 1 fmax(i,j)

T-max(i,j)

TaM aM C
h áai eaj h- L hntihnfj

i j T-i-k T-j-I i p T-i-k T-I-j

(6.17.1)
n-i

and
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T T i j T-i T-j i q T-i T-I q j T-k T-j
hra1MM IHSa(MM Ih -{

L L L L} L L L L} L L L L}8ai 8aj
k-01-0s-1 t-1 k-01-jt1 s-1 t-1 k-it11-0s-1 t-1

q q T-k T-I

L L L L }IhstkhttlHs[s f i,t fj] f hStkhttjHS[s f i,t f I] f

k-it1 1-jf1 s-1 t-1

hst~httlHS[s f k,t ~- j] t hstihttjHs[s -F k,t -~ I]lakai.

Proof
Obvious from ( 6.14), (16.14.1) and ( 16.14.2) as P- I. o

6.6 Conclusion

(6.17. 2)

In this chapter the well known Conditional Least Squares function is

treated. Both first and second derivatives are given. The Yule-Walker con-
ditions are a special case, treated in the first corollary. The deriva-

tions are tedious and lengthy but give no special problems. Remarkably is

that the expressions are still complicated, even more than in the exact

case. Reason of this phenomenon is that the covariance matrix has no

longer diagonals of which all elements are equal. Of course the number of

elements of the derivatives are less than in the exact case as the deter-

minant part is absent.
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7.1 Maximum Likelihood and Conditional Least Squares

The method of maximum likelihood (ML) to estimate ARMA parameters is since
long widely recommended. The main reason is the fact that maximum likeli-
hood estimators possess nice asymptotic properties, a second reason is
that simulation evidence suggests better performance over alternatives
(see e.g. Ansley and Newbold, 19801. The ML method has one severe problem,
as both inverse and determinant of the covariance matrix need to be avai-
lable. Without a closed form for the covariance matrix the computation of
both is an time consuming task.
Alternatives to ML estimation are Minimum Distance estimation and Condi-
tional Least Squares estimation, the most used method to estimate ARMA pa-
rameters. As argued in the preceding chapter we will use CLS to compare
with ML. It differs from ML estimation as the determinant of the covari-
ance matrix to the power of reciprocal of the number of observations is
disregarded and as the covariance matrix is replaced by an approximation.

Between these two methods, ML and CLS, one finds a large number of inethods
that in one way or another avoid the problem of putting the starting va-
lues to zero. We will mention a few of them. One of the oldest is the well
known back forecasting (sometimes called back casting) method of Box and
Jenkins (1976, p. 200), which is at the same time notorious for its bad
computational properties. Kohn and Ansley (1985) presented formulas for
the likelihood and its derivatives. Their approach is based upon replacing
the ARMA(p,q) process by a MA(q) process tor the first T-p (!) observa-
tions. In short, all methods proposed give an alternative to avoid the
zero starting values. More recently, several authors, like Zinde-Walsh
(1988) and Knottnerus (19891, who uses a Kalman-filter, claim to have de-
veloped algorithms to find the exact covariance matrix. Their methods,
like most others are very complicated. As all methods are meant as an ap-
proximation for the exact likelihood we will not further investigate them.
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Thus we will concentrate upon the differences between (exact) ML and CLS,

as they can be seen as each others opposites. In general, the differences

between both are small, but the overall performance of the ML estimates
seems to be slightly better.

7.2 An Algorithm to compute ARMA parameters

Before we turn to our experiments we give an outline of the algorithm we
use. Equivalent to maximising the likelihood function is minimising the
function Sla,~) - I V I'~eTV~'e, where V, apart of a constant, is the ARMA
covariance matrix and e- y-Xb, where b -1XTV-' X)-' XTV-' y, the Aitken estima-
tor of (3. Starting with the unit matrix for V, b becomes the OLS estimate
(XTXj'XTy; the residuals are computed as y-Xb. The estimated values for a
and ~ are found where Sla,~) attains its minimum. These values, say ao and
~ao are used to find a new estimate for (~, using Vo-Vlao,,~o), which gives
new values for e. The process stops when the value of b(and thus a and ~)
does not change more than a certain threshold value.
Of course the parameter values have to obey the constraints imposed by the
invertibility conditions. Unfortunately, these are in implicit form, which
makes it difficult to employ standard software for minimisation problems.
That is the reason why we developed a new algorithm, using MATLAB.

Of course the problem is to find an efficient way to compute new values

for a and ,v. Our approach is Newton-like and we proceed as follows. First
compute h, the vector of first derivatives and H, the (Hessian) matrix of

second derivatives of the modified likelíhood function S(a,a). Next find a
new point for the parameter vector by computing the point where the tan-

gent dissects the parameter axis: -H-'h. Again the first derivative is

computed, and a new dissection point is found. In this way the zeros of
the first derivative are found, but these need of course not to correspond

to a minimum. Therefore we modify the Hessian matrix.
The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix tell us that we are in the neigh-

bourhood of a minimum if all eigenvalues are positive, or equivalently,

that the function is locally convex. If the eigenvalues are not positive

we may find a maximum or a saddle point. To avoid this situation we change
the sign of the negative eigenvalues and compute a modified Hessian, say
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R, which is positive definite. This assures us that we will at least not

search in the direction of a maximum. This method was proposed by Green-
stadt ( 1967). According to Kennedy and Gentle 11980, p.443) it seems to

work well in practice.
Naturally there are more pitfalls, e.g. when the modified Hessian matrix

is almost singular, giving very large values of a--R-'h. Therefore we di-

vide a by max(1,aTa), giving á. But even then, there is no guarantee that

the new parameter value is within the constraints imposed by the inverti-

bility conditions. Denoting the new and old parameter values by ~~ and ~o
we chose ~, -~o f a á, where x is such that the value of ~, is admissible in

view of the invertibility condition and the corresponding function value

S(~~) is smaller than Sl~ol. At the same time this procedure prevents the
algorithm from switching between two points.
The Hessian matrix is not recomputed at every step. Recomputation depends

on the number of positive eigenvalues and the speed of decrease of the de-
rivatives in absolute value. As starting point for the ML estimates the

results of the CLS method are used, which can be regarded as an approxima-
tion of the maximum likelihood estimates.
The process stops if one of the following quantities is smaller than the

threshold ( which we fixed at 10-6):
1. the maximum of the absolute value of the derivatives, indicating,

that a stationary point is reached;
2 the maximum of the difference between two successive derivatives,

indicating a stationary point or a boundary point;
3 the absolute difference of two successive function values;

4 the maximum of the absolute change in parameter values.
Experiments show, that these latter criteria have to be used, as in se-

veral cases a boundary is reached before a minimum. This means, that the

findings of Cryer and Ledolter ( 19811, who investigated the MA(1) case

only, are not generally valid.

Of course such an algorithm only brings us to a local minimum, if it ex-

ists. Therefore we performed several experiments with different starting

values, which -as far as our experience reaches- always gave the same min-

imum. However, when the number of parameters is moderate or large, say 5

or more, there is no simple way to detect more or other local minima. In
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many cases not the abundance of minima gives the problem, but the flatness
of the likelihood function, giving a boundary point.

7.3 Technical description of the algorithm

The experiments were carried out as follows. Values were chosen for T, p,
q, s;,í - 1,..,p, ai,i -1,..,q, ~( -1) and eps (- 10-s). Next errors were ge-

P Q
nerated by et -~ enet-n f ~ anut-n~ t-1,..,T, where ut is white noise, and

n-i n-o
yt -R f et, t-1,..,T was computed. The algorithm, which will be described
below, was used to find estimates for the parameter vector and s. Apart of
the symbols already used we define r- max(p,ql, f- I V I'~eTV-'e and a;T -[aT
aT]. As starting values were chosen for r;o( -~1, bo( - 11, b( -0).

The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1 If (b-bo) ~ eps stop.
1.1 Compute e and b, using (2.7):

1.1.1 Z-[X y1
E~Txlktll then ZTV 1Z- XTV ~X XTV'yyTV'X yTV'X .

Compute ZTV-'Z-ZTPTM-'{IT R(RTRfDI-'RT}M-'PZ E ~(kttlx(kt1~

1.1.2 Use MinvP to find ~;,i - 1,..,T~, the elements of the lower band ma-
trix M-'P and its length T~.

min(T~,i)

1.1.3 Form Zi,i1-M-'PZ)- ~ ~;Z;-nt~.i E ~T~x(kt~~

h-1

1.1.4 R- M-' PN-Q E p~T-xr

1.1.5 H~ -RTZ. E ~rxlktll

1.1.6 Use DELTA to find D - PTP-QQT E
1.1.7 HZ -(RTR t DI-' E~rxr. ---

1.1.8 ZTV-'Z-Z-TZ~-H~HZH~.
1.1.9 b-1XTV-'X)-'XTV-'y and e-y-Xb.

1.2 Compute f, using FVAL.
1.3 Put v- 2eps, a- 1, condition --1 .
1.4 If condition 10 go to 2.
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1.5 Compute df, the vector of derivatives of f to a; and H. H is a direc-
tion matrix which is found as follows:

- compute the matrix of second derivatives
- make it positive definite by changing the sign of negative eigenvalues
- invert the resulting matrix.

1.6 condition - !f positive eigenvalues.

2 If vi c eps go to 1. (Given b a minimum of fl~) has been found.)
2.1 Put ~o - g, fo - f, dfa - df.
2.2 Compute new values for g, f, df, H, condition, and ~.
2.2.1 Find new direction: a --H dfo.
2.2.2 c - maxll,aTa).
2.2.3 aa-maxta;~cl, i-1,..,pfq.
2.2.4 f-2fo, a-min11.25"a,11, E-~o.
2.2.5 If fsfo or aa'xseps go to 2.2.9.
2.2.5.1 k -1.
2.2.5.2 If k50 or aa"aseps go to 2.2.6.
2.2.5.3 r; - ~o f a"a.
2.2.5.4 If ~ is admissible put k-0.
2.2.5.5 Go to 2.2.5.2.

2.2.6 Compute f, using FVAL.
2.2.7 ~-0.9~`x.
2.2.8 Go to 2.2.5.
2.2.9 Compute new derivatives df.

T
2.2.10 If dfo dfo ~ dfTdi then condition - condition-2.5 else condi-
tion -condition f .5.
2.2.1 1 If condition G 0 then

compute new H-matrix ( see 1.5)
condition - ffpositive eigenvalues
~-1.

2.3 v~-maxldf;l, i-1,..,pfq,
vZ-maxldf; dfol, i-1,..pfq,

v3 - I f-fI ,
v4 - max I ~-Eo I .
v -maxlv,,v2,v3,v4).

2.4 Go to 2. .
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FVAL
FVAL is used to compute the concentrated likelihood,

1 Compute I V I, using expression (2.8).

1.1 Use LBM to find P and M E Ut`x`.

1.2 Use UBM to find Q and N E~t`x`
1.3 H - PN-MQ.

1.4 USe DELTA to find D-
PTP-QQT E~rxr

I V I'~TeTV-'e.

1.5 Construct M- E~tT x`, the first r columns of M, using INVEC.

1.6 IVI - IIrtD~'HTM~TM~HI.

2 Compute eTV~'e, using expression (2.7).

2.1 Use MinvP to find a~;, i- 1,..,T-, the elements of the lower band matrix

M-'P and its length T~.

2.2 Compute e; -~ a~;.n~,e,,, 1~i~T~ and

h-1

2.3 R- M-' PN-Q E QjTxr

2.4 h-RTe~.

2.5 H-1RTR f Dl-' E~`x`

2.6 eTV-'e-e~Te'-hTHh.

3 FVAL - I V I'~eTV-~e. .

T

ei - ~ ~T.-htlei-T.fn~

n-i

T- f 1 ~i~T.

LBM
LBM gives the lower band matrix Z E~t"~" using the vector ~-1~0 ~, ..~n)T'

1 For j- 1 to N-n; for i - j to j f n; ZIi,j1-~;-,.

2 For j- N-n f 1 to N; for i- 1 to min(N-j,nl; Zli,j) -~;.~. .

UBM
UBM gives the upper band matrix Z E~NxN, using the vector ~-1Eo ~i..~nlT:
1 For j- N-n f 1 to T; for i- 1 to n f j-N ; ZIi,j1-ENf;.i- ~

INVEC

Given ~;,i - 0,.., n, the elements of a lower band matrix of dimension NxN,

INVEC gives x;, i- 1,..N~, the N- ( non-zero) elements of the lower band ma-
trix that is the inverse of the former.

1 x~-1i~~.
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i-1

2 For i-1 to N; x; -- ~ x~ xn~i-n.
h- max(1, i-p)

3 Find N~ such that for all i~N- ~;c10-'o. .

DEL TA
DELTA gives Z E p~nxn ( the inverse of the AR covariance matrix) using
~-1~p ~~..~n)T.

n-1

1 Z- ~ (~h~i-lth-~ifh~jth). ~

h-0

MinvP
MinvP computes a~;, i-1,..,N-, the (non-zero) elements of the (NxN) lower
band matrix M-' P and its length N-, using a;, i- 1,..,q, the elements of M
and s;, i-1,..,p, the elements of P.
1 Use ~1VVEC to compute a and N- from a, q and N.

min(p,i-N~)

2 For i - 1 to minlN~,p f q f 11; a~; - ~ a;-n~n~ ~
maxli,0)

7.4 The experiments

Two types of experiments were carried out. The former consisted of experi-
ments estimating various ARMA models. The latter series were repeated ex-
periments of the same models with different random numbers. We will dis-
cuss both separately.

For first type of the experiments we employed twenty-four (52-1) different
ARMA models, viz. ARMA(p,q), p- 0,..4, q- 0,..,4, with the obvious exception
p- q- 0. For every model we simulated time series with successively 20, 40,
60, 75, 150 and 300 observations. Furthermore the experiments were carried
out three times, using different seeds for the IMATLAB) random generator.
Time series were generated using normally distributed random numbers and
with the number of parameters to be estimated. To keep things simple we
have chosen S- 1 and a vector of ones for X.
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We choose more or less arbitrary values for the ARMA parameters. The only

restriction is that they had to satisfy the constraints of the invertibi-
lity conditions and that the associated polynomials of the AR and MA parts
had no common zeros.

parameter values corresponding roots
AR .8 .3 -.2 .1 -0.64-0.61 i-0.64 t 0.61 i 0.24-0.27i 0.24-0.27i

MA -.5 .6 .2 -.1 0.32-0.84i 0.32 t 0.84i -0.43 0.28

Any time two estimates were made, one using the conditional least squares

method, the other one using the exact likelihood function. Every run con-

sists of 6 series of (5'5-1) parameters for both methods, giving 124 simu-

lation runs for both methods. These simulations were done three times, us-

ing different seeds for the random generator, which brings the total num-

ber of simulation runs for each method on 432.

Questions we are interested in are:

1. How fast is the algorithm?

2. Which method is 'best' with regard to the estimation of the regres-

sion coefficient?

3. Which method is 'best' with regard to the estimation of ARMA parame-

ters?

1. Speed
The algorithm works quite fast. A minimum is found in a few steps, surely

in the case of a pure MA or AR case. This minimum can be attained at a

boundary point. Usually the initial estimate of the parameters takes most

time, consecutive estimates take mostly less than three steps. In several

cases two different starting points for the parameter vector are chosen,

viz. the zero vector and the value of the vector with which the time

series were generated. In all cases they gave equal results.

2. Regression coefficient estimation

For an evaluation of the estimate of the regression coefficient we counted

the number of times that the ML estimate was closer to the true value than

the CLS estimate. The results are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1.

TSeed 0 500 1000 Total
20 6 4 0 10
40 0 2 -4 -2
60 4 4 -4 4
75 4 4 -2 6
150 4 2 -2 4
300 -8 2 2 -4
Total ~ 10 18 -10 ~ 18

Number of times ML performs
better than CLS in estimating S

105

In Table 1. one sees which method performs better in estimating the re-
gression coefficient. The first column (TI gives the number of observa-
tions, column 2, 3 and 4 give the results for the different seeds used for
the random generator. Every ML estimate better than the CLS estimates
counts for one, worse for minus one. Every cell is based on 24 experi-
ments, viz. all ARMA(p,q) models from 0,0 to 4,4 minus the (0,0) case. The
overall sum (18 out of 3"6'24) indicates a slightly better result for the
ML method. Remarkably is the role of the stochastic component. While in
the second case (with seed - 500) ML performs always better than CLS, the
opposite is almost true in the last case (with seed - 10001, where CLS per-
forms clearly better.

3. Parameter estimates
Table 2 to gives an idea of the quality of the estimates of the parameter
values. As criterion is used the sum of squared differences between the
estimates and the true parameter values.
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Table 2.

T 0 500 1000 Total
20 0 -1 -4 -5
40 -5 -6 1 -10
60 -5 -1 7 1
75 -2 6 10 14
150 3 0 3 6
300 4 6 -2 8

Total ~ -5 4 15 ~ 14
Number of times ML performs
better than CLS in estimating
ARMA-parameters.

SIMULATIONS

Again, the first column (Tl gives the number of observations, column 2, 3

and 4 give the results for the different seeds 10, 500, 1000) used for the
random generator. When ML performs better, it is counted for one else for

minus one. The overall score is positive, indicating a better performance
for the ML approach, but striking is the bad result for short time series.
A possible cause can be the preference of ML estimates to give boundary
values. We will have a closer look at it in the sequel.

Table 3.

~ AR ~ MA ~ Total
T ~ CLS ML~CLS ML~
20 8 6 18 31 63
40 0 0 16 31 47
60 1 1 9 23 34
75 0 0 5 18 23
150 1 1 6 6 14300 0 0 0 0 0

Total ~ 10 8 ~ 54 109 ~ 181
Boundary values.

In Table 3 gives a summary of the number of times a unit root is found. As
criterion we employ an (absolute) value greater than .999. Every cell re-
gards 3 times 24 experiments: the results for the three different values
of the seed are taken together. The conclusions are obvious:

- the smaller the number of observations, the greater the number of unit
roots
- the estimation of MA parameters results in more unit roots than the
estimation of AR parameters
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- ML estimation of MA parameters results in more unit roots than CLS
estimation.

It is well known that the likelihood function can be very flat, especially
when the number of observations is small and individual observation can
have a strong influence on the function. We refer to the article of Cryer
and Ledolter (19811. When one tries to estimate 5 or more ARMA parameters
using only 20 observations, one can expect that a boundary value will be
found quite often.
In most cases the derivative to the MA parameter in the ML case is zero or
close to zero, indicating a minimum of the likelihood function on the
boundary, but this need not always be the case: we did find experiments
with unit roots while the derivatives were not close to zero. A unit root
for the AR parameters should be rare as the inverse of the covariance ma-
trix becomes singular at the boundary. This implies that the determinant

of the covariance matrix will become very large: the boundary can never be
reached exactly. Indeed, we rarely found this situation, mostly when the
number of observation was small (T - 20) and the number of parameters to es-
timate large (5 or more). The sensitivity of ML estimation compared to CLS
for unit roots is not new. It is e.g. reported by P. Newbold et al.
(1994) .

We performed another type of simulations hoping to be able to give a more
decisive opinion about the behavior of both methods and to get insight
into the variances of the estimators. For this end we fixed the number of
simulations at 2500. The first experiment concerned an ARMA12,2) model
with parameters e-(.8 .3) and a-(-.5 .6). The roots are -4.t.37i and
.25t.73i. The results are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4.

~ CLS ~ ML
N 2453 2466
S-S -.0022 (.007) -.0018 (.007)
á,-~e, .0435 (.1 1 1) .0372 (.106)
êZ-~Z .0472 (.077) .0441 (.075)
á,-a, .0764 (.127) .0215 (.127)
á2-aZ .0814 (.075) .0271 (.096)

Estimation results for an ARMA(2,2)
model with T- 40, ~-1.8 .3), a-1-.5 .61.

SIMULATIONS

The first row, N, gives the number of simulations lout of 2500) where an

internal point was found, in the remaining cases a boundary point re-

sulted. Between parentheses one reads the variance of the corresponding

estimate. The overall view is a slightly better performance of ML over

CLS, but the differences are small. Remarkable is that N is higher for the
ML method.

Similar simulations were performed for two ARMA(2,1) models with different

parameter values. In both cases the number of observations was 30, the

number of simulations again 2500. The models are (e, a) -1.8, .3, -.5) with

roots .4t.37i and .5 and (e, a) -1.4, .2, .25) with roots .2t.4i and -.25.

The differences between both models are dramatic.

Table 5.

~ CLS ~ ML

N 1983 1254
~-R .0006 (.002) -.0006 (.002)
~,-s, .0087 (.0911 .1105 (.080)
82-e2 .0410 (.064) .1291 (.060)
á-a .0705 (.124) .1326 (.115)

Table 6.

~ CLS ~ ML

N 1884 1659
~-s .0001 (.021) .0001 (.021)
~,-,~, .0054 (.227) -.0045 (.194)
êZ-s2 .0700 (.042) .0677 (.044)
á-a -.0117 (.244) .0193 (.200)

Estimation results for ARMA(2,1) Estimation results for ARMA12,1)
with T-30, s-1.8 .31, a--.5 with T-30, a-(.4 .21, a-.25

While Table 6 gives slightly better results for ML over CLS, Table 5 gives
the opposite view. Moreover in almost half of all simulations ML was not
able to find an estimate within the admissible region.
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7.5 Summary

In this chapter we presented an algorithm to compute the ARMA parameters

from the data for a regression model with ARMA distributed errors. Of

course the same algorithm can be used to compute the parameters of an ex-

act time series model. The only difference is the computation of the error

vector in case of a regression model. The error vector depends on the ARMA

parameters used and an iterative procedure has to be used.

The algorithm we use is extensively described, including efficient ways to

design the basic building blocks of our approach, viz. the lower and upper

band matrices, their inverses and several products of these matrices, in-

cluding the covariance matrix itself. Although the concentrated likelihood

function contains the determinant and the inverse of a TxT matrix, where T

stands for the number of observations, we present algorithms where only

matrices of order max~p,q), the higher number of AR and MA parameters have

to be inverted. The computation of the determinant of the TxT covariance

matrix can be reduced to the computation of, again, a matrix of order

maxlp,ql.
The algorithm to compute estimates of the ARMA parameters works fast. The

optimum of the function of interest, within the admissible region, is

mostly found within a few steps. Moreover we found - as far as our exper-

ience reaches - the same optimal point regardless of the starting values.

An reason for this phenomenon can be the well known flatness of the like-

lihood function when the number of dimensions is more than one or two.

The algorithm is used to find an answer to the much debated question

whether ML estimation performs better than CLS estimation. Although ML is

preferred because of its nice theoretical properties it involved a high

penalty over CLS thus far because of its computational burden. Moreover it

has not always been clear whether the estimation procedure used was exact

maximum likelihood or an approximation in one way or another, like the

backforcasting method of Box and Jenkins.

The answer however is not clear-cut. In total we performed 5432 simulation

runs. The performance of exact maximum likelihood is slightly better than

CLS, but the differences are small. The results of the simulations depend

strongly upon the random numbers used, which makes a definite answer dif-

ficult. To conclude, we recommend exact ML over CLS for two reasons: first
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exact ML hardly takes more computations using our techniques than CLS, se-
condly it is to be preferred on theo-retical grounds as CLS is only an ap-
proximation for ML.
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This study presents a closed form expression for the covariance matrix of

consecutive observations of an ARMA process and investigates its applica-

tions for exact maximum likelihood estimation of models with ARMA errors.

ARMA errors are often applied in pure time series models. Its use in re-

gression models is mostly restricted to an AR(1) or MA11) process. Such a

distinction between time series and regression models is not necessary. It

is easy to show that in both cases the same weighted sum of squares as

function of the ARMA parameters is minimised when minimum distance estima-

tors are used. Maximum Likelihood estimation (MLI under the usual assump-

tions is in both cases equivalent to minimisation of the same sum of

squares times a function of the determinant of the covariance matrix, for

which we use the name modified likelihood function. The difference between

both methods is the way the observations of an ARMA process are obtained:

in a pure time series model they are given, in a regression model they are

estimated as the residuals, the difference between observed and computed

values of the dependent variable. As these residuals depend on the unknown

ARMA parameters an iterative procedure has to be employed.

For efficient computation of this sum of squares and the corresponding de-

terminant a closed matrix form of the covariance matrix of the ARMA errors

is required. Until now only very time consuming and complicated algorithms

were available to compute the individual elements of the covariance ma-

trix. Only for AR(1) and AR(2) and the general MA case such an expression

was known.

One of the main results of this study is the covariance matrix in closed

form for the general ARMA case. Starting point is the presentation of the

ARMA model in matrix form. For both the MA and AR parameters two lower

band matrices are formed that describe the ARMA error structure. From

these matrices a matrix equation with the covariance matrix as unknown va-

riable is derived. Its solution is trivial in case of a pure MA model, it
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is less simple for a pure AR case and, to be honest, it took a lot of ef-
fort to find the general solution. The well known invertibility and sta-
tionarity conditions can be formulated as conditions of the eigenvalues of
a matrix of which the dimension is equal to the number of parameters. The
inverse and the determinant of the ARMA covariance matrix are also expres-
sions of these band matrices, where only a matrix with dimension equal to
the higher number of AR or MA parameters needs to be inverted. The pure MA
and AR case are special cases of the general form. Their covariance matrix
is of course a more simple expression than the general covariance matrix.

The covariance matrix itself is simple enough to be differentiated. To
achieve this we express the band matrices as a function of the parameters
and a lag matrix. A lag matrix is defined as a zero-one matrix with the
ones along one of its loff-) diagonals. In this form the band matrices and
the covariance matrix can easily be differentiated. This enables us to
derive analytical expressions for the first and second derivatives of the
likelihood function, which can be used to find estimates for the parame-
ters. The first derivatives look like linear functions of the parameters
of interest, but the coefficients of this function strongly depend on the
parameters itself. The elements of this matrix of coefficients are the sum
of two parts. The first one corresponds to the quadratic part and is qua-
dratic itself, the second part stems from the determinant part and con-
sists of a function of individual elements of the covariance matrix. In
the pure MA or AR case they reduce to the sum of elements of the main or
off diagonals. The second derivative consists of five, relatively simple,
parts. One of these is the inverse of the information matrix.
Until now one of the most common methods to estimate ARMA parameters is
the so called Conditional Least Squares method, shortly CLS. Thís method
circumvents the problem of the lack of the exact covariance matrix by dis-
regarding starting values. Hence its name, as its results are conditional
on the starting values. Using the exact covariance matrix we can show that
the sum of squares to be minimised are asymptotically equal in the exact
ML and the CLS case. The determinant however is not: its value is always
equal to one in the CLS case and is a function of the ARMA parameters in
the exact case, bounded with respect to the number of observations. How-
ever for maximum likelihood estimation one needs the value of the deter-
minant to the power one divided by the number of observations, which goes
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rapidly to one when the number of observations increases. Hence CLS and

exact ML are asymptotically equivalent. As is done for the ML approach we

also present first and second derivatives for the CLS function. While the

number of elements is less than those in the exact case, they are them-

selves more complicated. Reason is the fact that the symmetry of the co-

variance matrix is now less than in the exact case.

We conclude by presenting an algorithm to estimate the ARMA parameters.

The algorithm traces the zeros of derivative of the modified likelihood

function by a Newton like approach. This algorithm, which takes also in-

vertibility and stationarity restrictions into account, works quite fast.

The differences between exact maximum likelihood estimation and condi-

tional least squares estimation are small. We conclude that exact estima-

tion is slightly better. As it takes hardly more computations we recommend

the exact way, both on theoretical and on practical grounds.
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Deze studie geeft een gesloten vorm uitdrukking voor de covariantie matrix
van opeenvolgende waarnemingen van een ARMA proces en onderzoektdetoe-
passingen er van voor het schatten van modellen met ARMA verstoringen met
behulp van de methode van maximale aannemelijkheid.

ARMA verstoringen worden vaak toegepast in zuivere tijdreeks modellen. Het
gebruik er van in regressie modellen is meestal beperkt tot een AR(1) of
MA(1) proces. Een dergelijk onderscheid tussen tijdreeks en regressie mo-
dellen is niet nodig. Het valt gemakkelijk aan te tonen, dat in beide ge-
vallen dezelfde gewogen kwadratensom als functie van de ARMA parameters
wordt geminimaliseerd in geval minimum afstand schatters worden gebruikt.
Schatten met behulp van maximale aannemelijkheid Iverder aan te duiden met
de engelstalige afkorting van maximum likelihood, MLI, onder de gangbare
vooronderstellingen is in beide gevallen equivalent met het minimaliseren
van dezelfde kwadratensom vermenigvuldigd met een functie van de determi-
nant van de covariantiematrix, de z.g. gemodificeerde aannemelijkheids-
functie. Het verschil tussen beide methoden is de manier waarop de waarne-
mingen verkregen worden: in een tijdreeksmodel zijn deze gegeven, in een
regressiemodel zijn het de geschatte fouten, het verschil tussen
waargenomen en berekende waarde van de afhankelijke variabele. Omdat de
berekende waarde afhangt van de onbekende ARMA parameters moet een ite-
ratieve werkwijze worden gevolgd.

Voor het efficiënt berekenen van deze kwadratensom en de bijbehorende de-
terminant is een gesloten matrix vorm voor de covariantie matrix van de
ARMA verdeelde verstoringen vereist. Tot nu toe waren er alleen zeer tijd-
rovende en ingewikkelde algoritmes beschikbaar om afzonderlijke elementen
van de covariantie matrix te berekenen. Allen voor AR(1) en AR12) en het
algemene MA-geval was een dergelijke uitdrukking voor handen.

Een van de belangrijkste resultaten van deze studie is de gesloten matrix
vorm voor de covariantiematrix voor het algemene ARMA geval. Vertrekpunt
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is de presentatie van de AR en MA parameters in de vorm van beneden band

matrices. Voor zowel de MA als AR parameters worden twee beneden band ma-

trices gevormd die de ARMA verstoringenstructuur beschrijven. Met behulp

van deze matrices wordt een matrix vergelijking met de covariantie matrix

als onbekende grootheid afgeleid. De oplossing er van is triviaal in het

geval van een puur MA model, iets minder eenvoudig voor het pure AR model

en - om eerlijk te zijn - het kostte de nodige inspanning om de algemene

oplossing te vinden. De bekende voorwaarden ten aanzien van inverteer-

baarheid en stationariteit worden getormuleerd als eigenwaarden condities

van een matrix waarvan de dimensies gelijk zijn aan het aantal parameters.

De inverse en de determinant van de ARMA covariantie matrix zijn eveneens

uitdrukkingen van de band matrices, waarbij slechts een matrix met dimen-

sie gelijk aan het hoogste aantal van de MA of AR parameters hoeft te wor-

den geïnverteerd. De zuivere MA en AR gevallen zijn speciale gevallen van

de algemene vorm en hebben een eenvoudiger uitdrukking dan de algemene co-

variantie matrix.

De covariantie matrix zelf is eenvoudig genoeg om analytisch gedifferen-

tieerd te worden. Om dit te bereiken schrijven we de band matrices als een

functie van de parameters en een vertragingsmatrix. Een vertragingsmatrix

is gedefinieerd als een nul-een matrix met enen op een van zijn (zij-)dia-

gonalen. In deze vorm kunnen band matrices en de covariantie matrix een-

voudig worden gedifferentieerd. Dit stelt ons in staat analytische uit-

drukkingen af te leiden voor de eerste en tweede afgeleiden van de aan-

nemelijkheidsfunctie, die gebruikt kunnen worden bij het zoeken naar

schattingen voor de parameters. De eerste afgeleiden zien er uit als li-

neaire functies van de desbetreffende parameters, maar de coëfficiënten

van deze functie hangen sterk af van de parameters zelf. De elementen van

deze coëfficienten matrix zijn de som van twee delen. Het eerste deel

correspondeert met het kwadratische deel en is ook weer kwadratisch, het

tweede deel is afkomtig van het determinant gedeelte en bestaat uit een

functie van de afzonderlijke elementen van de covariantie matrix. In de

zuivere MA en AR gevallen reduceert dit tot de som van elementen van de

hoofd- of nevendiagonalen. De tweede afgeleide bestaat uit vijf, op zich

eenvoudige delen, waarvan er een de inverse van de informatiematrix is.
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Tot op heden is de z.g. Conditionele Kleinste Kwadraten methode (die we
aanduiden met de engelstalige afkorting van Conditional Least Squares,
CLS) een van de meest gebruikte methoden om ARMA parameters te schatten.
Deze methode omzeilt het probleem van het gemis van de exacte covariantie
matrix door de startwaarden te verontachtzamen. Vandaar de naam, omdat de
resultaten voorwaardelijk zijn ten aanzien van de startwaarden. Door ge-
bruik te maken van de exacte covariantie matrix kunnen we laten zien, dat
de te minimaliseren kwadratensom asymptotisch gelijk in geval van exacte
ML en het CLS geval. Dat geldt niet voor de determinant: die heeft altijd
de waarde een in het CLS geval en is een ten opzichte van het aantal waar-
nemingen begrensde functie van de ARMA parameters in het exacte ML geval.
Voor ML schatting telt evenwel de waarde van de determinant tot een macht
gelijk aan de reciproke van het aantal waarnemingen, iets dat snel tot een
nadert wanneer het aantal waarnemingen toeneemt. Vandaar dat CLS en ML a-
symptotisch equivalent zijn. Zoals gedaan is voor de ML benadering presen-
teren we ook eerste en tweede afgeleiden voor de CLS functie. Terwijl het
aantal elementen kleiner is dan in het exacte geval, zijn ze op zich
ingewikkelder. Reden daarvoor is dat de symmetrie nu kleiner is dan in het
exacte geval.

We besluiten met het geven van een algoritme om de ARMA parameters te
schatten. Het algoritme spoort de nulpunten op van de eerste afgeleide met
een Newton-achtige benadering. Dit algoritme, dat rekening houdt met de
inverteerbaarheids- en stationariteitsvoorwaarden, werkt tamelijk snel. De
verschillen tussen exacte maximale aannemelijkheid en conditionele klein-
ste kwadraten zijn gering. We concluderen dat exacte schatting lichtelijk
beter werkt. Omdat er nauwelijks meer berekeningen nodig zijn bevelen we
de exacte methode aan, zowel om theoretische als praktische redenen.
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